
GREEK INSCRIPTIONS 

The first two reports of inscriptions found in the Ancient Agora during the course 
of excavations by the American School of Classical Studies appeared in Volume II of 
Hesperia, pp. 149-169 and pp. 480-513. Last year Professor Meritt presented one hundred 
and seventy-nine texts in Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 1-128. The fourth report, here published, 
contains thirty- eight additional texts. The inscriptions published in each year are 
numbered consecutively as of that year. A imap showing the sections of the Agora and 
the houses (with numbers), to which reference is made in the following pages, may be 
consulted in Ilesperia, II, 1933, p. 99. 

LAWS 

1-2. Part of an opisthographic block of Pentelic marble, broken away at one side 
and below, and provided with anathyrosis along the preserved lateral edge. It was 
found April 25, 1933 in a Late Roman fill in Section Z. 

Maximum height, 0.54i m.; maximum width, 0.505 in.; thickness, 0.117 m. 
Inventory.No. 6244 I 727. 
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FIGuI,RE A. Top of the new stone (In. No. 6244 I 727). Drawing by Piet de Jong 

On one face the stone preserves a fragment from a law defining where the respon- 
sibility lay for the proper maintenance of the triremes and regulating the legal procedure 
in case of disputes (1). This document is written in the Attic script and engraved with 
letters suggesting a date toward the end of the fifth century. On the other face is 
a fragment of a sacrificial calendar (2) which is engraved in the Ionic script and of 
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6 JAMES H. OLIVER 

which other parts are preserved in I.G., II2, 1357 (~ Prott-Zieheni, Leges Sacrae, nos. 16 
and 16 a). The new piece from the Agora (loes not effect a join with either of the 
two other pieces of the calendar, I.G., 112, 1357, a and b. Of the lattel, fragment b 
(- E[pigraphical] M [useuini] 286) is broken away at the back; fragmrient a, however, has 
the same thickness as the new piece and likewise preserves on the other side part of 
an inscription in the old Attic alphabet (but not the same inscription), nai-iely, I.G., I 2, 

843, itself part of a sacred calendar. The latter stone conlsists of two contiguous 
fragments, nlow attached, EM 6721 and EM 8001. 

Of the original monumenlt, accordinigly, we have niow four fragments, namely, EM 286, 
EM 6721, EM 8001, Agora I 727. (Photographs on pp. 14, 20, 22, 24 and 31.) The 
provenience of the four framnients requires careful consideration. EM 8001 was first 
recorded in the Museum of the Archaeological Society, but EM 6721 with which it effects 
a direct join caine fronm excavations at the foot of the Acropolis. It serve(l as a (loor 
socket in a late or moderni re-use, as the reader may see from the photograph (p. 22). 
Since the late builder might lhave collected ma.terial from any part of the city and since 
a good miiarble block for the purpose would have been worth transporting, the provenience 
of this piece is lnot significant for the site of the original monument. The fragment 
EM 286, on the other hand, caine not from the slopes of the Acropolis, but from 
Dorpfeld's excavations to the northwest of the Areopagus, as the first editor, E. Ziebarth, 
took the trouble to state.' In other words, it caine fromii the neighborhood of the ancient 
Agora. To be sure the fragment was easily transportable, and the exact circumstances 
of its discovery, whether it was found, for example, in a Romani fill or in a modern 
wall, are niot recorded, but at least it poinits rather to the Agora as the probable site 
of the originial monumtient, certainly not to the Acropolis. The niew block, actually 
found in the Agora in the fill below a late road. is too heavy to have been transported 
very far and (lefiniitely establishes that the original mlonuinent stood somewhere in the 
neighborhood. In the fill were other fragments of imionuinents that once stood in the 
Agora. rhe road-builders took the m-aterial at han(l. 

The letters ofl the side engraved in the Ionic script have completely disappeared 
from EM 8001, but the piece has importance for the stu(ly of the inscription because it 
preserves the same anathyrosis that we findt on the stone in the Agora. Now, therefore, 
two large fragments are extant of a sacre(d calenidar engraved in the Ionic script anid 
exhibiting, epigraphical characteristics of the period 403 to 367 B.C., both fragmenlts with 
anathyrosis along the left side and both with an earlier inscription on the back. The 
fact that a dlifferent earlier inscription is engraved on the two stones proves that they 
are not pieces of the same block. Accordingly the original series contained at least 
three and )erhaps several more blocks. 

Fromi the stones themselves we cannot find any evidence that the blocks were re-used 
at the time when the sacrificial calendar was engraved in the Ionic script. OGi the 

1 Ath. Mitt., XXIII, 1898, p. 24. 
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contrary, the piece from the Agora shows that the earlier (locument as well as the later 
calen(lar was cut with respect to the position of the top of the block. Therefore the 
original moniument was visible on both si(les, and, since it consisted of a series of at 
least three blocks standing upright en-d to end, it mnay be described conservatively as 
a wall. We (lo not know whether it was a higlh or a low wall, a long or a short wall, 
but the blocks are too thin to hav\e supporte(d anythingf mnuch heavier than a crowning 
member, and may not have borne ev-en that. Where the stones havYe not siffere(d in 
the late or mlodern re-use, they present a singularly unweathered appearance. They 
stood, accordingly, in somne sheltered position, unexposed to the elements. We may 
conclu(le, therefore, that the original inonument probably stood insi(le one of the great 
public builclinigs of the Agora. 

'I'he mnost striking thingr about the sacred calendar in the Ionic script is that it 
conicernis itself with the old Ionian tribes, which were abolished politically but continued 
to exist for ceremonial purposes after the reforms of Cleisthenes, andt which were called 
jg0Ov- ,, 'OC/Q 8, Aty'txo'iog and He, '&tg. Ziehen' suspected as much of the old 
pieces, an(t his conjecture is splen(:didly confirmed by the new fragmnent, lines 35 and 47, 
wlhere there appears the phrase U(8))8&baxovrv pvXi. Thie inscription, therefore, deals with 
the ancienlt religious customis that Solon had regulated years ago. But these are not 
mere minor alterations. The extent of the document an(d the new piece, bearing over 
the preserved inscription the legend T '68 gr0 ~'4ov 'bOg 068rat, show that we have before 
us fragments of a whole calendar, a new publication of the sacred laws of Solon. The 
circumustances under which were published the calendar and even the profane law on 
the other side of the stone become more intelligible after a consideration of events at 
the end of the fifth century. With the restoration of democratic government in 410 
a board of registrars wa.s appointe(d to re-edit the laws of Athens. They were to retain 
the laws of Solon (and at least parts of the laws of Draco; cf. I. G., I2, 115) but prepare 
an edition that recognized the alterations iimposed by changed conditions and partly 
expressed in subsequent legislation. Nicomachus was amyonlg the magistrates engaged 
in this work. His appointment, originally planned for four months, continue(I froin 410 
until the work cainie to a halt in the turrmoil andt revolution of 404. It is charged in 
the thirtietlh oration of Lysias that he usturped the place of Solon himself, that he 
reimo)ved ail(1 inserted laws arbitrarily, and that after hiis activity litigants came into 
the courts with appeals to conflicting articles. So it appears that his task, or at least 
part of it, concerned profane laws. Certaiiily he was far imore trustworthy than the 
aecuser allowed, for he did make hlis reports andt receive(t approval, and when the 
publication was resuimed on the restoration of the democracy, the Council again appointed 
lhim. 'I'his time his task was the preparation of tlhe sacrificial calendar.2 

P Ilrott-Ziehen, Leges Sacrae, ii, p. 64. 
2 The possibility of a connection between our stone and the puiblication of the religious calendar 

mentioned in the thirtieth oration of Lysias was suggested by W. S. Ferguson. 
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Concerningf the second period most important information throwing light on the 
publication is preserved in the first oration of Andocides. He of course speaks only of 
matters touching his own case and does nlot refer at all to the sacrificial calendar, 
which alone figures in the case of Nicomachus. Andocides mentions the events of 404, 
the rule of the Thirty, the restoration of the Democracy, the amnesty, and he then says: 
You elected twenty men, and these were to ta/ce car e of the city until the laws shoulld be 
established again. In the meanwhile it was to use the Laws of Solon and of Draco. And 
when you chose the Council and elected the nomothetes, they kept finding that according to many 
of the Laws of Solon and Draco many- citizens were inculpated because of previous events. 
You called a meeting of the Assembly and discussed these matters, and you decreed to investigate 
all the laws and then to set up in the Stoa (i.e. the Royal Porch) an inscription of those 
laws which met with approval. The text preserves the decree which the orator caused 
to be read and which I repeat for the reader's convenience: 

`Edsoge6 r cUpy, Tstacqev6g ehle, irotXitreia0'&at 0Apaiovg Zara Ta Ta"ceta, Vo0,o1g 
i XQoraOcat TOrg Uto2vog, Xal FuTeotg xat oTa&uotg, XQiaOat d xaF roizg a&xovTo; 

08q1eotg, otameQ 9Xe6yBdOa 8Yv c6 MQO68V X'aO V . OUO(ov a' N' i OSva,oo olde ,UEvot 

VO,11v68at bI5O rg 3ovXAOg dvayeaqTionig &v aavlatv &XO01YMOV 1ro&g Wo&) &(OviuoVg 

OXOICltV q gOVXOtRo' p, zaI Maevaddo'cowpv rat'g dQXa7g &Y 7;ic8 Tq pI. eoog Xa 
a3toyeVovg Vo1tovg doxtpa-rcw 7CQ0d6QoV t flov1 zaC' OlA vopIO0e'at oA O revraxooflol o0g 
(A d6rdat EcUov'vo, &ret&wV yIwoIlt'xao'v. 'etVOat d xa' 1'6hdnT ij fovXoJtdVW, 6lOrtOVUl 
6?g T4v flov)Jv avyflovIevt6v Y Ot N 'V dyao6r 8"X. dcid n VO'swV. &'eulY 8 VEO6I.lV 

Ot VOylOl, Bmly,6ete0bow ' fov2J O B &4QeIOV ccayov rtiv v6tcov, ?rwt)g v 't eC&datc wvoig 

X&lSwevoig vpotOIg XrCoVat. woi'g di XVeovd'VOt 'vv r6pwv dvayedqetv Bti w6v 'ToXov, 
Tva BeQ 77reo'ieov vvyeda'qrjoav, czoru4tvO ryV flovxoyedvy. 

For our present purpose the most interesting information is that conveyed in the last 
sentence: the new inscription was to be made upon " the wall,"- in the Royal Porch as 
Andocides has just said. It is the wall where the inscription was made before.' I shall 
demonstrate further on that contrary to the usual belief the original Laws of Solon had 
never been engraved upon marble. In that case the phrase c/va ie aeo"vov dVPedq9jcrav 
clearly refers to the first period of the revision, namely, 410-404 B.. The motion of 
Teisamenus proposed that the revision. of the laws, already begun in 410 but interrupted 
in 404, should now be resumed and that the new edition should be published in the 
place accessible to everyone where they had already started a permanent publication. 

1 Wachsmuith ascribed the decree to a late grammarian. He declared it a forgery, based, to be sure, 
on authentic material, but nevertheless a forgery, because the wall was not definitely located at a time 
when exact topographical references were customary. As, however, Wilhelm pointed out (Beitrdge zutr 
grtechischen Inschriftenlcunde, pp. 265-266) the wall is definitely located by the phrase tscv 7Ck 7(QO' hQov 

dVEyQa-qnacv. J. Droysen (De Demophonti Patroclidis Tisameni populiscitis qacte inser ta stint Azdocidis 

orationi MO? Mlva-rnlwv, Dissertation Berlin 1873) assumes a number of omissions, e.g. z'va wi7Q (ot tIAAo& 

vo,aot(?)) 7cQ'or1QoV dv dyQnoaav (pp. 34, 37, 43). Thle quiestion, however, does not affect our argtument. 
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Not all of the publication in the first period had taken place on "the wall." 1.G., I2, 
115, with the beoinning of Draco's laws on homicide has survived on part of a stele 
originally set up in front of the Royal Porch. In the first period, however, at least some 
part of the publication occurred on " the wall" as the decree of Teisamenus indicates, 
and like I. G., I2, 114 and 115, it would presuinably have been engraved in the old Attic 
script. On the other hiand, in the second period which begins with the archonship of 
Euclid, the laws-and among them that part of the sacrificial calendar prepared by 
Nicornachus-were eingraved in the Ionic script. This is precisely the situation on the 
monument found in the Aorora and I have no hesitation in asserting it to be part of 
"the wall " in the Royal Porch. For its legal, historical, religious, and topographical 
implications, therefore, the new stone brings welcome additions to our knowledge. 

The discovery of this monument calls for a new consideration of the term X'6-eigQ. 
I spare the reader an account of the divergency of modern views concerning the xi'elg 

themselves and concerning the relationship to the 6gove6, for he can find a convenient 
discussion with the proper references in Swoboda's article, Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, Real- 
Encyclopddie, XXXIIStCr Halbband, pp. 134-1.36. The modern theories are all unsuccessful 
in reconciling contradictions.' We can arrive at an understanding more easily through 
a re-examination of the more important ancient references and a consideration of the 
archaeological evidence offered by a comparison with the monument here published. 

The problem is most directly approached through the account in Plutarch's Life of 
Solon, XXV. Solon, he says, gave the new laws force for a hundred years and they were 
inscribed on revolving wooden tablets (&ov6g) in oblong frames, 3v 'e 't YaO' Iift &v HeQvTaVElt 

XulVara ptoX& tia&5E,uo. Plutarch then quotes Aristotle2 to the effect that the laws were 
known as z.v4etlg, and he confirms the observation by quoting also from Cratinus, who 
spoke of the X4el?tg of Solon and Draco, with which people now roasted their barley; i.e. 
the old standards had broken down, the ancient laws were metaphorically in the discard 
(the image is that of kindling wood). Cratinus referred to the wooden ?loveQ and like 
Aristotle called the laws xCVfluQ. Whatever its origin, the word XUQ4flu by the fifth century 
seems to have meant the body of ancient law, derived partly from Draco but chiefly 
from Solon. It is properly an abstraction, the ancient Law of the Land, although the 
word is sometimes used to designate the material objects, much as we might say the 
Laws when we meant the tablets of the Laws. The material objects were called 1i$oveg. 
Plutarch was acquainted with popular misconceptions of his own time. He mentions them, 

1 Tlhe Work and Life of Solos by K. Freeman, wlho devotes a section, pp. 143-147, to the recording 
of the Laws, has appeared since Swoboda's article. This latest attempt is likewise unsuccessful. 

2 The quotation is not from any extant passage of Aristotle's writings, and for this reason its 
autlhenticity has been questioned. The natural attribution, however, is not to the Constitution of Athens, 
btut to the work in five books which accordhig to HesychliuLs Aristotle composed about the &ovs of Solon 
-a treatise whicih bas not survived. Plutarch had no reason to invent a spuriotis auitlhority, and the 
passage which lie mulst have liad in mind is by implication classical. Whether genuinely by Aristotle or 
not, a detailed study of the matter was a proper authority to quote. 
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but these did not rest uipon any evtidence so good as the wor(l of Aristotle and(I Ciatinuts. 

Plutarch went back to the classic authors and found the true definitioni. 
That the xi5,oefl and the ?I4oveg were really the same we gather also fromn the learnedl 

and careful Eratosthenes, as quoted by the scholiast to Apollonius of Rlhodes (IV, 280): 

XtVeQt 2ov dg TEQaCoo0VrW, roVg NiOvag XO'LloVOVg di05Vr1ar, ' Of VotlO8t 7EQt- 

-XOVTat,-and as quoted by the scholiast to Aristophanes (Cloudts, 447): zpo 
'EQoao06PVg pTitV & (N V U1O:5r,yatV Ob'uo XCaOVz4EVO9, V c6 Ol vOuyo', 7riQlOVTat. Eratosthenes, 
of course, had studied in Athens. Other direct witnesses are numerous but have less 

importance.' 

Another important piece of evidence, however, appears in the thirtieth oration of 

Lysias, where the accuser charges Nicomachus with having made arbitrary changes in 

revising the laws of Solon. Nicomachus is said to have eliminated some of the sacrifices 

and prescribed others for which he had no authority. Instead of the new edition of the 

sacred laws the accuser maintains &g Xe) Obev r&' Ovoalag a'vg eX rTV XVOfk(.oV xal crJ 

aT1Mov2.xarT& r&'g avyyeaag. He opposes to the new sacrificial calendar the old regulations 
ai. Ovoiaat a T rV xVQgZw Xaa tw drXahV. The z,weel and the az52aa were obviously 

not the same, for immediately afterward the speaker mentions conservative people who 

performed only 'a & x uov xfVQewr. Therefore it is clear that the expression xVQ/ef! 
indicated the original Law of Solon contained in the Nioveg, and the ot42jat can scarcely 

have been anything else than later changes or additions published like other decrees on 

nmarble steles. The two together constituted Sacred Law, and the calendar was expressed 

in the formula a't Ovaiat act b, uOv xv,oecwv xaCl -v uarXv. 

In the last decaade of the fifth century the laws were re-edited upon stone. The 

sacrificial calendar and the rest of the laws, with probably few exceptions, were engraved 
uponi a wall in the Royal Porch. It was not a supporting wall of the building, but as 

the discovery of our monument shows, a free-standing wall inscribed on both si(les. 

T'his mnonument became the natural place to consult the xV6,o&tg, the ancient law of the 

land, and the N':orev retained only archaeological or sentimental interest. Polelmnon could 

still examine the perishable wooden tablets; by Plutarch's day hardly anything remained. 

In the course of time the designation xvLezi&g was fastened on the new immaterial object 

as formrlerly on the old. This shift of mueaninig caused the colnfusion of later times. 

Now instead of saying aioveg or zVQefle to indicate the ancient Laws, men began to say 

dov.eg and ZV38tlet, an(l to say Ni~oveg and XVQefle even when speaking of events in the 

sixth aind fifth centuries as if they had always been distinct, whereas in reality a distinction 

in respect to the material objects only developed after the latter terin was first extended 

an(l then limited to the new imonument. 
At the end of the fifth century, therefore, the laws of Solon were inscribed upon 

marble. Moreover, they were now inscribed upon mrlarble for the first tiine, because the 

1 See references in Swoboda's article in Pauly-AVissowa-Kroll, Real-Encycloploidie, Vol. XII, p. 135. 
2 a-nliov is Taylor's ernendation; the MSS. have 6ii7cIwv (X), 0a7lwv (C). 
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original xVz3o[it, as we have seen, were contained in the wooden tablets. The only 
apparent contradiction appears in the text of Aristotle's Constitution of Athens, ? 7, 
where he has beeni speaking of Solon: oXtreoav s xdoe'za vo6tovg 'OrXev &2Xove , 
rTOd' JQaZoVTog 08fo?log ea'oavro x9VeOot :71) v T(r6v opt oVpX. d'a;iQ'1re- de Wg 
VO,Uov5 El ToiUg XV&8Q1g FThUav eV Ti tTO ]c CO LO(YCkW xefrx8uOat IrQcATegb ol 

aeZko,"reg tiVpT$vr rTQ&g T(-t) )ItOcp xavq~art1~ov ciVaoOrt,v dvdQtcva' UUvO~V, vv eva eQ?1Ig mvve 11d aol Al CE UlO CG0fEV 8Tea xer6r ear Ttl2'( 

110aafo7kt 'rV vo'uwV &08V i' t VV v' oF'wcol 8vVovoi. XzTezvar tev UY roi\g vdOuovg etg ecx?ov 

8[] Xat\ dldc4e U\v lroxtreiav o'vde (rO)') Qreo'rov. 
The uniniforme(d reader receives the impression that the laws were inscribed on a 

stone monument in the Royal Porch at the very time of their a(loption. This, however, 
can hardly be the case. Either Aristotle in his own mind projected up into the beginlning 
of the sixtlh century ain ev-ent which actually took place at the end of the fifth, or, 
miore pirobably, he expressed himself with misleading awkwardness and did not mean to 
in(dicate that the events were conteiiporary. On archaeological and historical grounds 
also this would constitute an anachronisnii. The expensive practice of inscribing 
(lecrees on marble didc not spread to Athens until the enid of the sixth century. When, 
moreover, the Athenians abandoned the city in 480, they could, and certainly must 
hav,?e carried away the Nioveg, the ancient records on wood-obviously they coulcl 
not have removed a large moniument of marble. It is improbable that a stonie 
monuinent containing the xclQAeig, if erected in the time of Solon, would have survived 
the destructioni of 479. It is also highly improbable that a myarble mlionument as 
extensiv-e as the XVI&elt would have been should have perished without leaving any 
trace of itself. Yet amonig all the Attic inscriptions from the beginning of the sixth 
century not even the smiiallest fragment can be consi(dered as a possible remnant of this 
earlv editioni of the laws. 

The change of meaniing after the re-edition and after the advanced disintegrationi 
of the wooden tablets appears most strikingly in a Hellenistic definition preserved by 
1-arpocratioin sub voce. He quotes from the zeei O&er of Apollodorus, who (himself an 
Atheniani) kniew what mnonumnent was then called the z4flecig. He knew that it contained 
the sacred laws and that it stoo(1 in the Royal Stoa. He also knew the old phrase in 
the ancient writers, xVQ ele^ za\ orTXa,1 and the ol(d forrnula quoted above, at oviflac at 
8X rJv Xz'ofe za\ r&V urmXr, but he did not realize that Lysias anld he differed in the 
use of the word Xz4leg and that the terin was older than the familiar monument. He 
tried to explain why on-e called the monument xi'3oeig and how one might say or-at, 
for very obv-iously it did not consist of steles in the ordinary sense. Nor did he 
uni-derstand what we learn fromn Lysias, that the XV'fl6ig and the orUat- in the old 
formnula were quite (distinct from each other. Therefore, the explanation is of course 
wrong, but the descriptive details are correct: xi31tg Trjuiv Ar2oXod'&Qog 'v Tol eQ\ 
O&UV E`ZelV .17 )8'QctL1eVOVg TOig 7'ouOVg~ eiVCt a d' TOVg )ldOoVg QO0OVb erTc7Tag, 'OVq dfr? \uh'V T- 

Compare, for example, Plato, Politicus, 298 D: y2o'VCyvTcg E'v xvQ,3Eoi Tt6t xa' arj4cat. 
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or ca8c)'(, UT4iQ d dehU& wi dg E bPog ,i arTd.wg- 1ai w6 XxoQvVpaOca xiV/]@&l 8XoVv, AaSEQ 
zat xvQ$eaaiav 'I Sl Te xupa?F, jtOE,idevf. 

Tize zVQ,*tg have the laws engraved upon them, and they are theemselves &pright bloci s of 
marble, which, used to be called " steles a d xVQ&tg, "-" steles" rom their standing position, 
and xv'i,otg fro)n the fact that they extend up into the air because of an architectural featture 
at the top. 

For the ambiguous phrase di& wo s XoXvcPW,pJUat we might compare the word zoQevacov, 
part of a tympanum, the block which forms the peak at the top, but Apollodorus 
may have been indicating any sort of a crowningr element, even an acroterioln. 
He imagined that the monument derived its name froin this crowning element which 
had a certain resemblance to a peaked cap on a man's head, a- Persian peaked 
cap, that was known as the xzv&oata and furnished a phonetic parallel to suggest the 
etymology. 

From Apollodorus, indeed, we m-light expect some information on the appearance of 
the monument, but no credence is due the late commentator who to Plato's PoliticUs 
298D contributes the surprising note: xviBl ig vXy 'vQiwV0oQ 1fVQalO,8t8q VO'lovq 6Zovaa 

et 0 )v. He was too far removed, and his contradiction outweighs none of the other 
witnesses. The question arises, how did he happenl on such an explanation? He followed 
the writers who described the xi4'ig at Athens as a monument of stone. He called it 

woty o, probably because the old descriptions of the wooden 3ioreg led himn astray. 
The '!ovm were not three-sided, but Eratosthenes thought so and provoked a correction- 
fromn Polemon-compare Harpocration s. v. &Qovt: gaav de, 6)'g mat Ho?.ywv !6v roTg lrQo 
'EQa-o 0'iervv, yrerOivot To ady,jta, dYaao o vrTa de vY IZ ?vr rdw, yEyeay trot xar lavrva 

Tc we?. ' t. srooIatv ' 1viorE Oparraatiav TitiYoVora &V avt 6 T6 ?Te& Xil0o2ut ijg ;wiag. He 
called it pyramidal either because he tried to extract from conflicting accounts relating 
to two monuments an image of a single object, or because he knew of some old laws, 
outside of Athens, actually inscribed on pyramids siuch as the stone from Chios.' 

Another example of later confusion is the following. Didymus quotes Anaximenes 
of Lampsacus to the effect that Ephialtes caused the 3or g'and xiie& t to be brought 
down from the Acropolis into the city.2 Wila-mowitzm rejected the story under the false 
iimpression that the zo.lQevgwere necessarily of marble. If a great marble monument 
from the time of Solon had stood on the Acropolis, it is quite true that the Persians 

Puiblished by U. v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff with niotes by. P. Jacobsthal in the Abhandlutnge der 
ke;niql. preufl. Ak0ademnie der Thissenschaften, 1909, NYordionische Stetm,e, pp. 64-71. The document probably 
did contain part of the ancient law of the land, hence formed part of the xn6e&t;, although the term was 
perhaps not used at Chios. It should not, however, be called xVQ/etg because of the shape of the material 
object. The xco3 et;, as I have explained, are an abstraction, and no shape so named existed. They might 
be inscribed onl wooden tablets in one place, on columns in another, and on a wall Or steles in a third, 
and all these monmnents would lyave an equial right to the title. 

2 Didymus in 1arpocration, s. v. 6 Yc.UrwEv v6oao;. 
3 Aristoteles ttnd Athent, I, p. 45, note 7. 
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would hlave destroyed it and that we should have found the fragments, but these 
reflections hav> e nothing to do with the matter, for such a monument was scarcely 
implied in the original version of the story. The classical author from whom the later 
writers derived the anecdote referrecl to the xe4flag contained in the wooden liove , and 
the difficulty arose when the later writers, for whom the &'orsg and the xVQeig had 
become distinct and perhaps familiar monuments, repeated the story, which per se is 
credible enough when correctly understood. The archaism of the term XVQ#3 g and the 
later shift of emphasis had completely obscured the original meaning. 

Likewise the confusion with the word diorve called forth several unsatisfactory 
attempts to distinguish between them in regard to subject matter. The &coveg and the 
v9& igS were by some thought to have differed in that the former contained the profane 
and the latter the Sacred Laws. This misunderstanding again probably arose under 
the influence of the monuments at Athens. Draco's laws on homicide were not inside 
the Royal Porch on the monument which in the course of time usurped exclusively the 
appellation xv6Q#8Lg. They stood outside the building on a great stele, and ever sinice 
these laws of Draco had been re-edited they were divided into convenient chapters 
according to the i?onvg on which they had originally been inscribed. On I.G., J2, 115 
the heading IHoirog '?Ixaov, apart in large letters, still strikes the eye. On the other 

hand, on the monument later known as the xr3,Bltg no such div,ision into oiov g occurred 
so far as we can judge from the extant fragments. Nor would any advantage have 
been gained by so dividing the sacrificial calendar which seems to have covered most 
of the wall (we find parts of it on both sides and 'in both scripts and on all the three 
fragi-nents). The law concerning naval matters originated long after Solon's time and 
had never stood in the &iovFg. Other laws on the wall might well have been so divided, 
but most of the monument and certainly the calendar, the most conspicuous part, did 
not exhibit this old division. Hence a puzzled antiquarian might have seized on this 
obvious difference in the arrangement of the calendar on the wall, popularly called the 
xiv5,g, and the arrangement of the laws of Draco on the stele, and he might have 
fallen into the error of imagining an antithesis based on the character of the law. We, 
however, know better, and we know that when Cratinus referred to the xvoetg of 
Draco, he meant not the sacred laws, but the laws concerning homicide, which were 
the only part retained of Draco's code. 

The text of No. 1 is given here. The block has anathyrosis on the right side, is 
broken away at the left and below, and is chipped at the top. The whole surface is 
partly covered by a water deposit which occasions great difficulties in the reading. 
Erosion has completely removed the lower part of the inscription and much of the 
upper surface toward the right. 

Height of letters 0.007-0.009 m. 
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Between 410 anid 104 i3c. CTOIX. ca. 1.07 

- -------------- 6.,7rta1xLeu]a~oa[t]v [h]og h1'kturca 7. [a&;Todt'Joo1v T&ag rcd~-q . S 

- - - - - xco&g 2aOcq5afoi' cvT&g] E'z ill w3oioto v ' ri'g hv-i: OFv]v,o[g] hatpeO[t .]ca[ . . . . ... 

[- -]wJ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ae, 'c'v rig &!Qext hv),w3Ourog ~v V b3a' TLg re v.6. v [8'] (p[exo6vr] 

[ovrZ~t :7o'e &\a)rocY6amtt II6t O ii ro io act&a v't T'u zoepuxui T] rj oxeie r& xu,brc, .?[xBduo 'rot 

r'0nea0exot reou [xax8fauaO] 
5 [att Trv ratYra u-6 &,rodtdovra .6v rbt eedyvot xeo'vol :7rrqg rTv do rv TO 6Ctt!11 8jTV e7ra JvoiV ZX8-de'otv xat tyet"p- 

ora(aOcu T13&g yai4rv] 

[Qc--- -- --- - ?ix6rv hlot 71rtusrdrt hvrdat 3g r6 ~ta4uv v 0J dcr] 

[,afqaett JLia6Ixavi4 ~rq&\g hereeo'v nria hog "-xopvra -ca oxevi5, a&,rrodt5o'ro r&]cJI%oL?o ~~~#o g z c~h 

[ixorrog- e'&rUb T6L I a&%Ot ezaa pj~ 118 icoadet .6V,-xv~or, dzouvbjTo nT& deiooriot h6', t Ov ~[v] O11 't 16 

dt6i.uni'Qov- hot . 
[ - - -1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~nEaO de" C,.\:ree \r&vDdv v]av,r7&vQp ()zoa;'.oy\ E...o ] 

F-- -ogPTi TQt8e, exo 8';t16 d YloXo[t] raZg 8t-'a hEz] 'ar[g .. .. I 
[-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~6 '/co] at 7rre ro6vov eg Tr6 Yixna T8'ov .6v Tot k.rstdrot /Q6'vo [1] 

[ - ] iw,~~~~~~~~~~~~~-tt za\ 'v ig dtaxo2it, ar&\rzaiYv'- ho d\ 4a~xo[. 

h8 ]i-rog v't ZV uOtt bt (Jo2oi 'ro [t r1orT'rt8 CQXOv[ 

is ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ -- --- d'anw[tl dY8t10t XLd\T[\]6]~vol [a ~ ..1 ... F- ---1 - - - - - - - 

Lin-e 7, o-reazt(g) gjrTo-nPAXX1IETO, st-one. 

Line 9, (e") Zaa;o;4- H X2AAOAE, ston-e. 
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The inscription contains a fraoment from a series of regulations fixing the 
responsibility for the proper maintenance of the fleet and establishing, the legal 
procedure in case of disputes. The first line of the stone contains no part of the 
preamble so that the inscription must have begun on another block of the same wall. 
I have offered a few restorations in the hope of indicating the sense rather than the 
actual wording of the original. The block contained one or two letters after the last 
visible letter in line 11. Supposing that the inscription did not run over on the next 
block, I have suggested a line of a hundred and seven letters stopping near the edge 
of the stone. This approximates the true length, but the real extenlt of the line in 
either direction cannot be accurately determined. 

The first three lines concern presumably the &iO6Uat of retiring trierarchs. The 
investigators should see to it that the trierarchs repair the ships as best they c and 
return them in the same condition in which they received them from the docks. Lines 2 
and 3 reoard the special case where a retirino trierarch is elected to an archonsh'ip or 
is actually inaugurated before he has passed through the investigation. 

In line 3 begins a - new paragraph, as the interspace inidicates. What follows 
concerns the procedure through which either from a former trierarch or from an 
entrepreneur (vcacvn5g) a new trierarch may collect the equipment owed to the state 
and bv the board assigned to him. They are largely the regulations according to 
which the plaintiff in Pseudo-Demosthenes XLVII attempted to collect from a recalcitrant 
predecessor in the year 357/6. Of the greatest irmportance for the history of the Attic 
Marine is the information that the board of &ty8iXrat rw-v VeoQlwr, so well known from 
the documents of the fourth century, was not, as we have hitherto supposed, first 
established at the reorganization of the fleet in 378, but already existed toward the end 
of the Peloponnesian War, for the r8ity8&%Trl who appear in the in-scription functioni as 
a board and have the same role as the int,2Arai of the fourth century. 

In the aforesaid oration of Pseudo-Demosthenes we find that the new trierarch 
received as an assignment the equipment still in the possession of the retired vvrotvT 'CQot 

Demochares and Theophemus. As neither of the latter, was willingr to give it up, the 
new trierarch summoned them to the board of 8Xlriftral rcv v8wQeh'. The wording of 
the passage is important (XLVII, 26): irQoa8xoaX8aa irv iro,g wi Tioi iTm vXag ^at x o 
Ivo0tb T(rIv veweQhov ertttX1dg1 Oi)COL Y2Q ic'ov T0're weg ltclat rag dl T6 &tXaarYOlov Tet 

,5v uxevcov. A modern reader finds the words ot&ot and ro`r ambiguous, but, as it now 
appears from the inscription Lipsius' was correct in his explanation. Ordinarily only 
the k-rtYrfavc had the part of bringing before the court such cases concerning the 
equipment. The participation of the &rouwo?g was not for long, and precisely its 
unuLsualness evoked the comment cited above: " For at that period in our history these 
two boards together were bringing the cases before the dicastery." In the second 

I Das attische Recht und Rechtsverfahren, p. 114. 
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quarter of the fourth century, accordingly, the normal procedure followed the regulations 
outlined in the inscription, lines 3-6: If the debtor [does not give to the apointed trierarch] 
thze equippment [which 7e owes the city], the trierarch cain [within the stipulated eriod] summlon 
him in the presence of two summoners to the E I&TC2 and ma7ce tis claim [ ----]. - 0) 
the next day the ,rrye2ryycd [shall bring the mnatter] before the dicastery. It is highly probable 
that the charge could be made at any timne, and since the case went to the dicastery on 
the very next day, it is evident that, as Lipsiuis explained the word sro'r in the passage 
just quoted did not refer to any season of the year set aside for cases of this kind but 
to the unusual circumstances under which the diooaroX8ig, anxious to get the fleet off as 
quickly as possible, and faced with a shortage even of purchaseable equipment,' col- 
laborated with the e 2z at in despatching the preliminary court proceedings. 

When, moreover, Demochares and Theophemus appeared in court, they did not charge 
anyone else with having the equipment and did not call for a diadtzaaO'a with anyone 
else. (The speaker points this out because the Law permitted it.) Instead they allowed 
it to be a question about their own responsibility, and the court, deciding against them, 
ordered them to surrender the equipment. Demochares, thereupon, surrendered his share, 
but Theophemus still refused, for he knew that the period was short and he hoped that 
he might manoeuvre the trierarch into supplying the rest himself in order to sail away 
in time. The trierarch now had to demand the rig,ht of comnpulsory execution. The 
Council heard his appeal at the same time with that of all the other trierarchs in the 
same predicament, and the Council voted to them permission to collect in any way they 
could-oimrQi cr8oat TQ67OT p avh dvvWq,,,6a. The state did not participate in the execution, 
bUt left it in the hands of the plaintiff as after a private suit. The trierarch then went 
to the houise of Theophemus,, exhibited the decree of the Council, and demanded the 
equipment. Theophemus is said to have refused with threats and abuse. The trierarch 
collected a few passers-by as witnesses, and demanded either that Theophemus accompany 
him to the yrorto2ETg and the Council to argue the miatter, or that Theophemus surrender 
the equipment (XLVII, 37). If not, he said, he was going to seize something as security 
according to the permission granted him by law and decree. Theophemuis refused either 
to accompany him or to surrender the equipment. The trierarch, according to his own 
story, attempted to take a slave girl but Theophemus wrested her away. The trierarch 
related that he then tried to go into the house in order to take some of the fLurn-iture as 
security and that when Theophemus struck him in the mouth he called on the witnesses 
to remember it and fought back. 

After the failure of this attempt, the trierarch returned to the Council and reported 
that Theophemus had resisted the execution. The Council instructed the trierarch to 

1 Pseudo-Demosthenes XLVII 20: 'E"rvyE Exwlovordjv rto 'owv xcd't Po #hctd aorr )AoI1 h' TXov;. 

aXfi orV? IV T(O VEbIQp oZ 0X&.V/ E-a; VUV d1, %; OVTF; o' o0 pEtovTf; OVX 'd 5 o64V0 7TQ; E TO' Ttt; 
0 019W X t 

EX 
XCC 

a 0 

i' E' OVd IV 1) -IIEtQtXtEt Zvix d OVa o9v- XCt Cr0- a 0-; XMF"6X,V ?ETCtt 6T- 

7(QaX0fC4t. 
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hand in an dixuayyloX/a. The prytanes set two days for the hearing, after which Theophernus 
was found guilty. The Council had now to decide whether to hand the matter over to 
a dicastery or to assess him itself within the limit of five hundred drachmas which the 
constitution permitted. If the offense were deemed worthy of a greater fine, it would 
have gone before a dicastery.' 

We may compare this procedure with the procedure stipulated in the inscription 
(lines 6ff.): If [(the debtor) does not enter a counter suit charging someone else with holding 
the equipment, let him surrender it] to the injured party. Execution shall take place as from 
a private [debtor. If when the trierarch demands it, (the debtor) does not surrender a bond for 
the property,2 he shall pay] to the public treasury whatever the dicastery stipulates [- -]. 
There shall be e'!cyw'yry also in the case of the vav7ryyol (private contractors who built or 
repaired the ships under. the direction of the official cetirozcotol and dQXteXTOVEC).3 

The word xda in line 9 indicates that eiaywy had been mentioned or implied as 
applicable to the preceding case (line 7), that of the recalcitrant predecessor, the usual 
debtor. The e?aywy' is the act through which one party, by his own physical effort 
without the physical intervention of state officials, takes possession either of the property 
or of a bond for the property which he claims from the withholder.4 The inscription 
therefore calls for execution by the trierarch. himself both in the case of the vavanWyoi 
and, by implication, in the case of the refractory predecessor. If the trierarch after 
winning a decision cannot secure the equipment, the law grants him the right of 
compulsory execution against the property of the withholder. Resistance to the trierarch 
armed with such an authorization is of course resistance to the state. This is the 
situation depicted in the above mentioned passage of Pseudo-Demosthenes XLVII, 33-34. 
The trierarchs, who already had the decision but were unable to collect the equipment, 
received from the Council, which acted according to the old Law, the authorization to 
collect by themselves in any way they could; and when Theophemus resisted, the 
Council regarded the matter as an offense against its own authority. Theophemus was 
once more placed on trial; he was found guilty of impeding execution and was fined. 
The private nature of the case ended. He then immediately surrendered the list of the 
equipment to avoid the disadvantageous position of a state debtor. 

In line 7, therefore, the clause concerning the execution must have recognized .sayywy. 
Only the strokes TOIA are preserved at the badly worn right side of the stone, but these 
permit the restoration suggested in .the text zaOCa'Q a c ic[1or8t 6q0Xovuog], as 

J. H. Lipsius, Das attische Becht und Bechtscer fahren, pp. 201-203. 
2 For the restoration compare Pseudo-Demosthenes XLVIT, 37: Iv8v'cc eonv UaIpkac4t xcard vc m OVS 

voyUov; xOcl ipn(pt'aacir, and 39: cnv ya7e C'C'vaewcov oV' J'Vya 7MQaXqasv 7CoXa2xt; ICaiac;. 

3 M. Brillant in Daremberg-Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquit9s, V, pp. 4,8-459. 
4 Originially a violent case of extra-legal self-help, it was recognized by law, and the attempt gradually 

became a mere formality throuLgh which legal proceedings were instituted. For a discussion and other 
references compare Egon Weiss, Griechisches Privatrecht, 1, pp. 227-228; J. H. Lipsius, Das attische Recht 
utnd Rechtscerfahren, II, pp. 668-669. 
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from a private debtor,' i. e.. as after a private suit, upon which should follow private 
execution (which implies 6away2y'). The equipment is really owed to the state, but the 

case would be treated, not as the state versus Theophemus, but as the trierarch versus 
Theophemus. The latter does not labor under the disadvantages of a state debtor until 
private execution fails. 

We may summarize the passage as follows. Lines 6 and 7 call for a staYtXCwaiC. 

The latter part of line 7 calls for execution by the trierarch himself as in a private 
case: he is to take forcible possession of the property (8g&ystv the debtor). Line 8 gives 
the procedure in case the Soaywy' fails: in case the trierarch cannot execute there is to 
be another trial, a dtix 4i0164r, (an actio i tdicat), after which the debtor will be fined, 
if he is convicted of resisting execution. 

The only difference between this procedure and that described in the oration is the 
court where the fine was levied. Froin the oration we learn that in 358/7 the Council 
tried the case first and levied the fine if the offense were deemned slight enoufflh for a 
fine less than five hundred drachmas. The serious cases went to a dicastery. The 

inscription, however, mentions only the dicastery. 

In line 10 the reference to the daily eight diobols is not clear. In lines 11 ff. are 
preserved fragments from another set of regulations concerning the procedure in a case 
where the trierarch again appears as plaintiff. Line 12 probably prescribed the course 

to be taken by the trierarch who encountered difficulties in the execution. 

The text of No. 2 was cut on the reverse face of the block which carried the 

trierarchic law. The stone is broken away at the right and below. Anathyrosis 
occurs on the left side. The first column runs over from a block that joined at the 
left. For further description of the stone and of the monument to which it belonged, 
see pp. 5-13. 

Heig,ht of letters: 0.01 m. in line 30, 0.009 m. in lines 19 and 31, 0.005-0.007 i. in 
other lines. 

1 For the j hrase w7arr6cT? 7c2 rtvo, compare Lysias XVIf 3. The aeQ&t; clause, preserved in the 

inscription, is not to be confused with the legal clause, later so common, 4 7fQ&lS ?t'xww xca"n EX dYXq. 

The latter would rather imply that the regular trial was not to take place. Here, oli the other hand, 
a regular trial must have been requlired, as a comparison with the procedure in Pseudo-Demostlhenes will 

shlowv. (Fors the Attic ulse of xas( , moreover, consult Meisterhans-Schwyzer, Grammati/c der attisehen 

lJschriften, p. 257.) The poinlt is not that the execution is to take place as if there had beeii a trial, but 
that execution is to take place as after a private case between private citizens. 

2* 



No. 2. Reverse face of the stone 

No. 2. lleverse faice of the stone 
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Shortly after 403/2. CT0OIX. 

30 hde T& 6 eoo))o ot 06 &vTat 4 [Ot' na1v] 

[otYO] o8 tExa 1Olif/atW'Og 0O AF-F (94tilt olg 

[tVW] o[ X?mo x t rv dtpv a Xr it A I-xO- o [Jyt] 

rlIlt O [g t,ZllOV ex T(-V (PVXO- F F J5fftr8tOt 

Fi- -] t89T1 of] [g] wet oOfR (VOO8aT t] 
[-- U ioeda] v [] a t2.liwov (DoQeavhIt] 

5 [d8VTY ela,] (pOIVOVVOg 33 FXo6vT'vw cpvit ArP-- xeto' 

['e 7r xta]Ti iutFiIra 8veXoratoV1wr 65 Ar EH4oiXirwut o[ig] 

[I a..]at Top&og etTIr6tV otV Ar 4A8a't '[Qwi oig] 

[. . a] oaCQw6V F-F -FiF-2 o'to'Ova 6r APT[t oig] 

[.]QS H-H-FFFFIl 'tIo8[a]vva A6 HoXv~'[wt oig] 

10 [ ]Qeg 40 ovXo(?[a]ntxeiut 'C Er6ct I--- - -] 

[. ]ftor F- VcOTO 70 ArF- XztrO6g 

[. * * * *] ta:t a<rx-vzt eJtto - A P 1o6x4) [t oig] 
[AlF] [. ]t oigl lii aOtYCV ZEpabi2g Ar KeXe(t) [ot4 

[. ***]at --ixwijt l l ktYca E'oXic [h'Yai] 

1s [AFF] [. ]ov Olg 45 .X TinV pv2xo- iaiTa [OiVoatv] 

[XE(Ta9]ClOV latClXtY.WCV 75 lee'a [t JZIt,reogQ0] 
[. ] F-I I *F.]2.6 Eo'r cpv2> H dMo6t [8tra] 

vacat ztl OPQoarelwt xa' 8 T'vV a [vItflo2.jv(?)] 

[- ]co U?h'at VtPl Qa- (F) F %Ol o[o - - -] 

20 [. . . ]l....tavo 50 rTeal 0 io AF-F- 'Eoat [at olg] 
[8X T v Xa]itY iva a [X]MM2Y'VilbOve 80 AlI d0'tj[aiat oi] 

[-] [4 vd]atj fjg , :APlrF i8ee Va A X6[9v -a 

[- -] [aee sb]avva v2o aatXsa. Eo[1tit -a- -] 

[F-F-F] [KoQor] o' [T]qjt ol?og' Uxe'2og AP 'Er[--- rl0] 

25 [.]0wt xOl(tOV 55ss x v[x]t xeAvog A r-] 

[MdtYtp]vog I-I-Ill lrod[6iv] X8eaXijg 85 Ar 'H[EaoTw(t (?) 0ig] 

[?oto Ylt] (PoeeVig T[. .] et x9t0C ^ r 6 AP [tovv9cwt (?) oig] 

[IX'ial t[ara) vo It ['8tli] vot [ - - - - - ] 

Two other fragments of this 'inscription are preserved in the Epigraphical Museum 
at Athens: 
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FIGu;i.E B. -1. G., II 2, 1357 a. EMt 6721 (left) aiid E:M 8001 (lright,) 
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I. G., Il2, 1357a (EM 6721 and EM 8001).1 See FIGURE B. 

efl TV XOT [tLM7VX [.1'r" 
5 'E~e8Eh "a'Sg P 1- 

ex iThv Z ,) o- 

IC 

cpvXof*xnXx [2iYoj] i 

[0 

[.IC 

20 ....... . N.E- - 

[. .]C - - - - - - 
-_ 

- 

I t'vo 7rprt [nXOvua] 

25 'Ircat 

[- - - - - -[- - - Ui 
o5]XXcovt 

[ ---- ] QjLcsTO 1tos38 8UOSXtoe 1(w xw'v[71l] 

iebvfo8O estlioAhY aT[- --] 
fe 1y4 e7oro'rto [vl 

30 [.][.] Uxov opate[av] 

In the word r'v in line 26 the last stroke of the nu was never cut. 

1 There are no legible letters on this face of EM 6721, but the text on EM 8001 has a long history. 
Found in the excavations of the Archaeological Society of Athens on the south. slope of the Acropolis, 
the stone was first published by Am. Hauivette-Besnault in B.C.H., II, 1879, pp. 69-73, witlh a drawing. 
U. Koehler recopied it and republished it, likewise with a drawing, in I. G., II, 844. In 'ET. 'WXq., 1902, 
p. 141, A. Wilhelm reported that EM 6721 joined this block, to which it is now attached. L. Ziehen who 
had a squeeze of the inscription, republished it with a commentary in the Leges Sacrae, IIP, no. 16 B. 
Wilhelm afterwards recognized in fragment b (EM 286) another piece of the same docuiment. FLom 
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FIGUHCE C. I. G., 112, 1357 b (EM 286) 

I.(., 112, 1357b (EM 286).1 See FIGURE C. 

I6Qeat AO4Ival 

aS noxia'og 

'Eesltt esU -vxel'o1[ 
5~~EQ1) [- ~ -]v3 I[ - 

[- - -] I I 'lte.Covca 

[8 cou[yo [v1] oV 

-MOg 8Xlr0- 

10 yv4wv 

FIHvOaic[Tati O]v 

ON.1[- -A ] 

Koehler's copy J. Kirchner republished it in I. G., II2, 1357 a without preserving the arrangement of the 
letters into a iieat column as on the stone. A. Boethius has discussed the lower part of the inscription in 
his dissertation, Die Pythais, Excursus 1, pp. 157-159. 

1 Found in Do&pfeld's excavations on the northwest slope of the Areopagus, it was published in Ath. Mitt., 
XXIII, 1898, pp. 24-25, by E. Ziebartb, who left the following copy of the last two lines: 

rYo Nix 'SOY 

nN \1X 
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Thie inscription contains part of the re-edition of the sacred Laws of Solon the 
sacred calendar on the preparation of which NicomaclLus and others were eingaged after 
the adoption of the decree proposed by Teisamentus. As I have shown above, the inew 
piece from the Agora permits an identification of the mionument to which it belonged; 
it is the most extensive and most important fragment of the inscription itself. 

With Column II begins the sacrificial calendar' for the second or alternate year, as 
the plhrase above it indicates: Tdd-6c so Eieov 8'iog O6'erl. Column I, according,ly, forms 
the conclusion of the calendar for the first year. Some traces of the dates are preserved: 
in line 19 the name of a month followed by that of a day in the first third; above, 
in line 5 a day in the last third of the previous monith. Of the three funds, ra xa& 
iTf'a, MI (pvXoflaatX2txa and r& yt rtt which appear on the old fragmenlt, the first 

reappears in Column I, lines 6 and 21, and the second in Column If, lines 33 and 45. 
Column III, line 77, acquaints us with still another which I shall attemnpt to explain 
further on. 

In line 23 the word [l &b]ffva is easily recognizable and enables us to compute 
how much of Column I was encraved on the block to the left. The first four letters of 
this word, and consequently at least that many in every line, stood on the other block. 
Occasionally a line with a date or a heading must have extended out farther to the 
left. Thus the phrase [?zx vov xa]t yifvoa, easily recognizable in line 21, had the first 
six letters on the other block and-began two spaces further to the left than the body 
of the column, just as a similar phrase appears in line 77 two spaces in front of 
Column III. Since the date on both the old piece (L G., 112, 1357 a, line 3) and the 
new piece (lines 32 and 44) begins one space farther to the left than the stipulation of 
the funds, it results that the date in line 20 must be restored [.. a.a]yt'o. The 
name of the day in line 28, which is two spaces shorter, can be restored only as 
I6Ta]t 8'Vo, for anything else would be too long. Since the day in line 20 precedes that 
in line 29, the possibilities for the former are reduced to [ rX69Jc na1a]yd)'o and [ir8dturrt 

laTa]Ydvo. In line 5, again, the name of only one day has enough letters to fill the 
lacutna. 

The sacrifices on the fifteenth of Hecatombaeon in Column II are the- first recorded 
as of the alternate year. They may not have been the first at which the old tribes 
participated, for there probably existed a separate list of inalterable sacrifices, i.e., 

A. Willhelmn recognized that this piece belonged to the same inscription as fragment a (EM 8001), as 
L. Ziehen acknowledged, republishing the fragment in the Leges Sacrae, 111, no. 16a. On the squeeze 
Zielhen could read the same letters and something more so that he transliterated the last two lines: 

JVIO(tCT [li] l C v 

WV .etc - - - - 

Some of these letters have disappeared in the meanwhile, as the reader may see from the photograph and 
my own transliteratioti. The last publication of the fragment is I. G., 112, 1357 b, which does not preserve 
the exact form of the column and erroneously inserts punctuationi, a horizontal stroke, between lines 10 
and 11. 
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another group under the heading ra'de 'aa ' fns Ovrat. At Myconos the Hecatombaea 
were celebrated on the seventh,1 and it seemed that at Athens the sacrifices to Apollo 
Hecatombaeus, from which the month is said to have received its name there, and at 
which the old tribes must have participated each year, would have taken place at the 
same time.2 

The funds both for the o1g Xeloyv&@twv on the fifteenth and for the sacrifices offered 
to Zeus Phratrius and Athena Phratria on the following day (the festival of the Synoikia)3 
in the alternate year came from the vXofBe?tXtxa. On the fifteenth, however, all the 
pvXo#afolrdg apparently shared in the victim; but at the Synoika only the pvXo(flat6evg 
of the F(C)Xovrre. 

In Column III no dates intervene in the part preserved, so that the nineteen sacrifices, 
and probably others of which the record has been lost, must have been made at one 
festival. Themis, Zeus Herkeios, notably Demeter and Pherrephatta, received their 
offerings, and after them a group of heroes beginning with Eumolpus. Five of them 
have the names of the princes who ruled over Eleusis when Demeter spake with the 
daughters of Celeus, and when the fairest of these, telling her into what land she had 
wandered, promised her refuge in the halls of the chieftaills: 

@IjeLv TeuvroX4tov IrvXtXaeog ; zhe Ato'zAov 

08' Hohvl$vov XCa cdui4tovoc: E tyw&5Xoto 
xat oUz?IXXV xat' lriJXT6g al,vooog iyere1oto. 

Celeus, Dolichus, Eumolpus, Polyxeinus, and Diocles recur as heroes in the fasti, but 
the name of Triptolemus does not appear with them. Triptolemus, who in the Homeric 
Hymn is merely one among the rulers, occupies a much more exalted position than they 
in the Attic tradition. Not in the Homieric Hymn, b-ut in the Orphic version, in the 
Attic drama, on the Eleusinian relief, and in the Attic vase painting, we find in him 
the greatest of the Eleusinian heroes, the pupil of Demeter; we find him associated with 
Demeter and Kore as their foster child, with whom they constitute a sacred trinity.5 
But among the heroes in the fasti is one who receives a select victim, a more costly 
sacrifice than the rest. He is designated simply as Oeemrtig, that is to say, foster child 
or pupil,' and he must be Triptolemus. 

1 Prott, Fasti sacri, no. 4 = Dittenberger, S. I. G., III3, 1024, 11. 29 ff. 
2 L. Deubner, Attische Feste, p. 201. 
3 L. Deubner, Attische Feste, pp. 36-38. 
4Hymn to Denteter, 153-155. 
5Cf. Ehlrle's article " Triptolemos " in Roseher's Lexikon, V, pp. 1128-1140; U. v. Wilamowitz-Mloellendorff, 

Glaube der Hellenen, II, pp. 47-52. 
6 As 9QE7r4T meant foster parent or rearer, and iQErot were the nurturer's reward, so the OQtwTO'; 

wotuld have been the child reared. The later technical meaning of the word as seen in Pliny's letter to 
Trajan (LXV) and in the latter's reply is of course merely a legal delimitation. The meaning slave bred 
in the house is likewise a delimitation of the original conception, which the well-known archaism of 
ceremonial language has more nearly retained. 
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Yet another completes the company. In line 66 the WeXsyhng, who occurs in such 
close association with the Eleusinian heroes, is Jacchus, 6 deXtr'ln; rgt6)V 14vTrhV9, rng 
zgn,reog daiuwv,1 whose figure was borne in the mystic procession. The elder Praxiteles 
represented him carrying, a torch as leader of the Mysteries in the group which he did 
of him and Demeter and Kore. The sacrifice to Jacchus did not stand in the original 
edition of the laws of Solon, for his importance was due to a story connected with the 
battle of Salamis.2 

In the course of the fifth century developed the divine figure, unknown in the first 
accounts of the Mysteries; an 'IaxXseov w'as founded at Athens, and his image was borne 
at the head of the mystic procession. When the Laws of Solon were 'revised and 
published at the end of the century, a sacrifice to Jacchus, chief leader of the Mysteries, 
was included among those to the Eleusinian heroes on the day of which the inscription 
preserves a fragmentary plan. 

The marked Eleusinian character and the elaborateness of the festival at which were 
made the sacrifices recorded in th-e inscription, Column III, identifies it as the Mysteries 
in Boedromion. The festival in Column III occurred, therefore, two months after the 
sacrifices proposed in Column II and that accords well e-nough with what we might 
expect in the disposition on the stone. 

Presumably the word ols always means the ewe, since the ram in line 63 is called 
QLtog and costs more than the sheep offered to the masculine divinities. The marked 

and consistent discrepancy in the price of the same victim when offered to a masculine 
divinity and when offered to a feminine divinity corresponds perhaps to a difference in 
the animal's age. The same phenomenon appears in I. G., JJ2, 1358, where the oic 
sacrificed to the feminine deity costs eleven and that to a masculine deity twelve 
drachmnas. Indeed the latter document, published at the same time and containin, part 
of a local sacrificial calendar for the Attic Tetrapolis, reflects the same reorganization 
of the religious laws which occasioned the publication of the great calendar in the city. 
The price of the victim is stipulated for the future with an ancient disregard of 
econiomic laws. It will be recalled that Solon too had specified the price.3 

The list of sacrifices to the Eleusinian heroes ends with that to Celeius. In the next 
two lines no expenditure is recorded, for they contain another sort of statement: the 
Eurnolp [idae perform] the ftregoing [sacrifices]. It is interesting to note that the care of 
that part of the festival was entrusted not to a dignitary from the family of the 
Eumolpidae, but to the wlhole yivog. That the whole yivog officially concerned itself 
with the Mysteries appears, moreover, even in the late document I. G., 112, 1078 
(-Dittenberger, S.I.G.3, 885). 

I Strabo, X, 468. 
2 ilerodotus VIII, 65; ef. 0. Kern's article lakehos in Paily-Wissowa -Kroll, eaI - E`ncyclopedie, 

XVIIter Halbband, pp. 613 ff. 
3 Plutarch, Life of Solon, XXIII, 3. 
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The next entry records generous adm6taroa (100 drachmas) to a priestess, in whom 
we may probably recognize the important priestess of^ Demeter, chosen from the family 
of the Philaedae and eponymoous at Eleusis like the priestess of Athena on the Acropolis. 
In disputes with the Hierophant concerning ceremonial privileges she on occasion resorted 
to the law courts.' The restoration JDYr,Teog fills out the line properly to the maximum 
of fourteen letters. 

Lines 16 and 17. The money entry standing in the main column itself can scarcely 
represent anything else than the total expenditure for the whole month. 

Line 22. flpg-the genuine diphthong ov represented by o. This occurs frequently 
in the period 439-357 B.c. (cf. Meisterhans-Schwyzer, Grammatik der attisehte, Inschrif[ten3, 
p. 63). In regard to the restoration it might be observed that a select cow was a proper 
sacrifice to Athena. In line 24, moreover, given the extent of the lacuna, the restoration 

[Ko,oo]Qd[]jtt is certain. As in I. G., JJ2, 1358, 11. 14 and 22, she receives a pig. 
Furthermore, it was an ancient custom to sacrifice first to Fi,-KovQoTeoTo9 whenever one 
brought an offering for Athena to the Acropolis, and the association hero contributes 
a little support to the conjecture [,AOip&]at. 

Line 52. On the stone the two dots before the money entry served merely to set 
off that entry from the long line that extends out intrusively from Column I. The need 
and also the significance are lost in the alterations necessary in a modern edition. 

Lines 62-64. Compare these entries with that in the Eleusinian accounts, anno 327/6 
ut videtur (I.G., 112, 1673, 1. 62): 

14rilyrire otg AFF: K'Ment Xet6g: ArFF. 

Line 66. The form ze)txwt instead of Jo)XJot, to which it stands in an Ablaut 
relation, occurs here for the first time. 

Lines 69-70. The name of some animal is to be supplied. Compare for example 
the phrases Qtqog XQtro'g and dQev XQTo' in the fasti, J.G., 12, 840, and #6g xevlT here in 
line 2 1. 

Line 71. In the dative Jto'xXwt from a nominative JloxXog, from which we have also 
the genitive Jt6h ov in the Hymn to Demeter (153), the inscription seems to have 
retained an ancient form of the name. 

Line 77. Ix rcov [vylBo2ov?]. Compare Dittenberger, S. I. G., III3, 1045 and 1046, two 
Hellenistic inscriptions from Amorgos. An official is being honored for his generosity 
on the occasion of a festival: macenyye82evv Bv tnt &oaeat ytef& x6etvyta[og] rOQEVeSOaat dEt 

ir& 'ITrdta dUMVU/oXOVg AQXEUIVeTg mr&vrag Xat EYOVg Tog 'attdnoVTac. Over and above the 

public allotment for the festival he expended 2,500 drachmas, rT d'g r&g avt4?oX&g ytvo'6tevov, 
out of his own purse: XcaJ roViuo &cav 1E')cx8ev Xat &qlxev &e8 roig io'vtcO g raTv avpf?o2V. 

I P. Foucart, Les Mysteres d'Eleusis, pp. 216-220. 
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It appears, therefore, that all those who took part in the festival were obliged to make 
some contribution toward the expense, and that the cost of the sacrifices was partly 
covered by the fund thus created. 

Line 78. A pig cost three drachmas not far from this time as we know from I. G., 
112, 1358, and the stonecutter's omission of the horizontal stroke of the first drachma 
sign constitutes an obvious error. The pig, the victim sacred to Demeter, is a familiar 
figure at the Mysteries.' 

Lines 81-83. In regard to the sacrifices at the Eleusinia the Graces and Hermes 
Enagonius are mentioned together in I. G., J2, 5, where they both received not a sheep 
but a goat. Here, however, there is no temptation to restore 'Ev[cos'wcowt olg] in line 83. 
Ceremonial and, above all, technical objections preclude it. The only reason for running 
an item over to a second line was lack of space on the first, and obviously mnore than 
the single word 'Eepit occupied line 82. Perhaps line 83 should be restored 'E4[v2CeXot ol]. 

Cf. Plutarch, SolonI, 9. The price shows that the divinity was masculine. Then we 
should restore the connective xai' after the name TEyuit. 

Lines 85-86. The price of the offerings indicates that the two divinities were masculine. 

The fragment I. G., 112, 1357a is separated into two parts, engraved by different 
hands and distinguished from each other by a dividing line. The upper contains the 
sacrificial calendar as on the new piece from the Agora. Of this, one column and some 
of the figures in front of a second are partially preserved. The lower part contains 
ritual regulations of a different character. Of this, likewise, parts of two columns remain. 

In line 22 Koehler2 su0gested the restoration ob'V0o'r[rJt which has been rejected by 
the later editors because Ziehen,3 whose reading I support, thouwht that he saw after 
the letter n a horizontal stroke like the lowest bar of an E. Moreover, a restoration of 
another type is needed, because the line contained the record of an inexpensive offering 
as the figure, completely preserved in front of it, indicates beyond a doubt. I can 
probably read the beginning of the word 'msxovT' , and I presume that the measure 
x6VOot was understood from the lost entry which preceded. 

In lines 26 and 27 Koehler suggested the restoration xara' sgv [wvreiav ir)v dY' c2]QpuTog, 
which both Ziehen and Kirchner have retained. It would then refer to the observation 
of the PythaYsts and the consultation of the Delphic oracle (cf. Strabo, IX, 404). 

Ziehen (l.c.), interpreting the two coluimns below the line as if they were to be read 
together, then connected the regulations in the rigrht hand column with the Delphic 
procession. Boethius4 displayed a justified scepticism of this identification, and preferred 
to restore [8qp' [`]Qpcrog. Both Ziehen and Boethius have recognized that the part of 

1 See L. Deubner, Attische Feste, pp. 43-44. 
2 I.G., II 844. 
3 Prott-Ziehen, Leqes Sacrae, U 1, p. 66. 
4 Axel Boethbits, Die Pqthais, ExcuLi-sus I, pp. 157-159. 
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the inscription below the dividing line is a different set of regulations from that above, 
but both, it seems to me, are mistaken in interpreting the two columns below the line 
as if they were to be read together. I consider it much more likely that Column I was 
read to the end before one began at the top again, at the dividing line, to read 
Column II. The analogy with the disposition of the upper calendar and of I.G., 112, 
1358, shows this. 

The rest of the first column is missing, and we have no way of knowing how much 
it contained and whether the subject changed or not. A paragraph ends after the word 
[Aff6])Unvt at the top of Column II as it appears from the punctuation, the horizontal 
stroke between lines 26 and 27. The other restorations are due to the original editor. 
Enouglh, however, remains of line 30 to exclude the reading [X,WlV]icXov proposed by 
Ziehen. 

The fragment J. G., 112, 1357b contains part of the sacrificial calendar. Part of one 
column is preserved and, in addition, two figures belongincr to a second column to the 
right. The price of the sheep, required in line 5 as an offering to Hermes, seems to be 
twelve drachmas as always for masculine divinities in the rural calendar I. G., 112, 1358, 
and not fifteen drachmas as at the festival considered on the new piece from the Agora. 
The sacrifices, however, were to be made at Athens like those of the new piece. 

The name of the month is not mentioned. The fragment contains part of the 
calendar for the seventh and an earlier day in the same month. As Ziehen' suggested, 
it would probably be the fourth day sacred to Hermes. A sheep was offered for the 
monthly festival of Apollo (6g flJoycaJoV). The PythaYsts, who on three consecutive 
days in three consecutive months watched for lightning over Harma, were, it seems, 
to be together as a group in Athens on the day here recorded. This must have been 
one of the days on which they watched, and the month must have been Thargelion 
or another in the same period of the year. Ziehen asked whether the puzzling letters 
in the two last liines mig,ht not be interpreted as Ov&Jv (genitive from se OU11) zat a-, 
followed by the name of a measure.3 

Still another piece of the same sacrificial calendar is preserved in l.G., 12, 843, on 
the other side of the blocks with I. G., 112, 13,7( . It displays the same character and 
the same arrangement in columns. It was not, however, engraved after the decree of 
Teisamenus, but during the first period of the revision of the laws (410-404B.c.), as the 
use of the Attic alphabet indicates.4 

1 Prott-Zieliei, Leges Sacrae, 1J ', p. 68. 
2 A. Boethius, Die Pythatis, pp. 13-25. 
3 Prott-Ziehen, Leges Sac ae, 11', p. 68. 

See pp. 7-9. The inscription on EM 8001, the piece on the left, was first publislhed by Am. 
Hauvette-Besnault in B.C. I., III, 1879, pp. 72-73; then by U. Koehler in connection with I. G., II, 844; 
and by A. Kirlchhoff in I. G., I, suppl. p. 124, no. 534 a. The piece on the right, EM 6721, was discovered 
in the Museum of the Archaeological Society by U. Koehler, from whose copy A. Kirchhoff published it in 
I. G., 1, suppl. p. 54, no. 555 a. It was not known that the two pieces joined or even that they belonged 
to the same stone until A. Willielm announced it in 'Erp. HAZ., 1902, p. 141. L. Zieben pulblished the two 
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I. G., I2, 843. EM 8001 (left) and EM 6721 (right). 

clc i?o meW egiX[c6eoS] 
_ _ _ _ _ g ~T3vh7tX5 rovfQode[Qov] 

[--- -- ^xjJQL?O( aed6Mog IU2eQJa\ (0' ------ 5 -------A- nj (8,g'F2.ovetE'[ev 
5 [- - - - >47C] OVl0 T6V zOleOV iv 

hxoov 

- - - ___ - - - - "I KiQ[v]yYItv 7hot uAtroXid[o][g] 
- - Q . . dtd . OVOlV - 

10 ----XQ--OV d--VO 

The column on the ricght probably deals with the festival of the Dipolieia,' as one 
may deduce from the reference in line 8, which is not separated from the preceding 
entries by any intervening date or .punctuation. The reading, of the letters indicated in 
line 2 is practically certain, as one may see from the photog,raph (p. 31). The passaffge 
cointains a reference to the zrteXeiCUVlv of the oxen commemorated in Porphyrius, De 
Abst., II, 30 (p. 160, Nauck). Having just recounted an aetiological story to explain 
the origin of the festival, Porphyrius continues as follows: det 2TO) Exevov tdExo't rou vuv 

(E- rOlg 4ttfroXeiotg l 4 r0:Vvriv Ev dzoozro')e o' le-,vtio TOv 0h&V ?QOf'Ov iToloUvlat Tijv -roi 

/?o6g Ou'l6av. 06VTEg yaxo ecl t wna-g rdXavov xal tPaio>r, i6 Q t Vvovia To 

Xa'vcxr,OVVrag floVg, JV O yuxV6acFVOg ZO& fat. Xal Y6vU Tcv wafra dQ&VuCaV e''tuv vLV Ol 

PuV d7r6 TOr oMaTca'aTio [.2w7a'rQOV] Oflovr$rot xaoVtlEvot famVTeg, O& 6 &ir& toi XkravrOQ 

xEVlQ1Od6cl TOta' 6d7O To'3 1fa CcOg dat'QObti VOAaoOVUIV 3vtL WoV lxn 6t& i5 Xe8avoVOdag 

yiyvopdVr,v 6ai-Ta. ir buavreg -6 '61v fl6ooav, bO'rav 7r, - rv xol nv daOXOoov, xar-o'vr iV 
iF)v ,aixweav (with which the ox had been slaughtered). 

The amounts allotted for expenditure were indicated, of course, in a price column 
in front of the recorded statements, but the surface has been lost from this part of 
the stone. 

DECREES OF THE COUNCIL AND PEOPLE 

3. Part of a stele of Pentelic marble, broken away above, below, and on the left. 
It preserves a smoothly finished back, from which the surface has been almost entirely 

pieces together in the Leges Sacrue, If, no. 16 A, and contributed a commentary. Fromf his squeeze he was 
able to make some new readings. They were again published by J. Kirchner in connection with I.G., 112, 
1357 and by F. Hiller von Gaertringen in 1. G., J2, 843. For commentary compa.e also W. Bannier, Phil. 
Wochenschr., XXXV, 1915, col. 1616, and L. Deubner, Attische Feste, p. 170. 

l The material concerning the festival has been conveniently assembled and discussed by L. Deuibner, 
Attisehe Feste, pp. 158-174. 
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eaten away, but which still seems to retain traces of another inscription. The stone 
was found March 17, 1933 in a modern wall at 49/KA in Section Z. 

Maximum height, 0.28 mi.; maximum widlth, 0.22 m.; thickness, 0.098 m. 
Height of letters, 0.01 m. 
Inventory No. 474 ) I 588. 

No. 3 

CTOIX. 
Second Half of the Fifth Century vacat 

[ -lidlo~EJ ev T fOat xad Wt] d4io 

[----------] IVVl 

5 [OV - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -]- - Z E5d ';X 

[- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8]2{t AV 

[v de - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -]ara Tw6y Xoleov h 
3 
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[--- [------------ ] ]aO a Y 

10 [?d] 
-eX - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - t] 6.O,ta Var ze 

[_a _ o _-c'iat --]--------- - - -rowlvv dle 

[------------- ]ITON 

The inscription, which on the evidence of the lettering may be dated in the second 
half of the fifth century B.C., contains a fragfment of a lex sacra. This appears from 
the reference to the wood and to the sacrificial pig, as well as from the word xaracyx[6ARa] 
in line 10. The latter recalls the formula xoa'raxTaXa Xoaao-Oat which occurs several 
times in . G., JJ2, 1365 and 1366. For the restoration [xar&a w6 hLeQ]>v hbxar[ov] in line 4 
compare I.G., J2, 190. 

On the back at the left edge are preserved the beginnings of three lines with the 
letters T and H and E (height of letters, 0.07m.). 

4. Fragment from the upper part of a pedimental stele of Pentelic marble. Below 
the pediment is a relief, much damaged, representing a standing figure to the right 
extending a hand toward the head of a 
seated figure in the centre of the stele. 
Above the standingf figure appears the 
word 2cFaXaidlQ. A corresponding figture 
of Athena may orioinally have stood at 
the left. Athens and Salamis bestow 
honors upon the man in the centre. The 
relief indicated the character of the 
decree. The stone is broken away to 
the left. It was found in a late fill at 
24/Ir in Section Z on April 5, 1933. 

Maximum height, 0.29 m.; mnaximum 
width, 0.245 m.; thickness, 0.102 m. 

Height of letters: on band, 0.009 m.; 

above relief, 0.005 m. 
Inventory No. 5735 I 657. 

The date is partially preserved 
on the raised band below the pedi- 
ment. The apex of the pediment falls 
over a point between the upsilon and 
the alpha. Since the letters are No. 4 
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evenly spaced, it is evident that the word NeZoriog has about the samne number of 

letters as the preposition and the name before it. From the middle of the fourth 

century B.C., to which we can assign the fragment on the basis of the lettering, only 

one archon's name with a genitive in -ov, namely that of Archias, the archon of 346/5, 
is short enough to fit in the space available. We can, therefore, restore 

['Eztk >4epxo]v Nk.xovT[og] 

A fragment of a stele, 1.G., 112, 283, containing an Athenian decree in honor of 

a Salaminian, is now in the Epigraphical Museum at Athens. It dates from the same 

period, has the same thickness, the same lettering, and exhibits the same treatment of 

the back, but the marble, if Pentelic at all, is of quite a different texture, so that the 

two pieces cannot be related. On the other hand, the stele from which the new stone 

in the Agora is a fragment may have had some connection with events in Cyprus, 

recorded by Diodorus XVI, 42 and 46. 

5. Part of a block of Hymettian marble, broken away on the right, at the back, 

and below. At the top a band 0.035 ni. high has been dressed back across the front 

and the left side. The stone had been built into the wall of a blacksmith shop in 

Section I and was found on March 6, 1933. 

Maximum height, 0.205 in.; maximum width, 0.295inm.; maximum thickness, 0.195 m. 

Height of letters, 0.006 m. 
Inventory No. 4699 I 559. 

318/7 B.C. CTOIX. 90 

'EAc deX5imTov Nexovrog [8 AL, t-g l5og i,rQ-vravdac lt 

0ekerltgog ILrczOk6ovQUfV Ixacve8V 'yQaptya] 

TuV8V Faynyt2 oVg "Et& [xal vgat, y8d'kTi T@ ir- Qv avaeiag YXrif 
xVQica eV AlOvtoYOV TWV ffQo deuV e/elpt t,ev V] 

'l av%XwrroQ Jex zehe [x vt UVr me'Ydeotl e`Yo*ev Mt Jutw@t name- 

patronymic-demotic elauV * eCd ] 

[Mt emtXe2xTot Kexoo7idho[g -- 
5 [a0]f &vtexetvap, rol]4 I-[ l - - -- - 

[Oaacra]g TOVg ffraQayEv[otd8vov' 81(1/X.1Ovgj 8d66yoXat c Tl O AL 

e7z-lwVhat woig 8ntxlebTovg KeQooidog deuI] 

[PEWVx xcl] eVt'oag T l[Eg riv dpoVTP 'AOr1vacwv - - - - - - -] 
[. . . . . . . .]IA QN JovVa'l8[E -5-[ - - - - -----] 

0 [i] KA [..- - [- -- 

[..]Vt [----------------- 

3* 
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No. 5 

The inscription is a fragment of a decree honoring Ad)eBxot from the tribe Kekropis.1 
It is dated in the archonship of Archippus II, for in the year of Archippus I an dpayeapvg 
performed the duties of the secretary. The decree was passed, therefore, early in the 
year 317 B.C., shortly after the submission of the city to Cassander. To judge from 
what remains of the text, the eiri2ewiot had displayed their good-will toward the people 
of Athens by putting some public enemy to death, and someone, perhaps Cassander, had 
already praised them. The enemy might well have been either Epicurus or Demophilus, 
who had been two of the accusers of Phocion. From a passage in Plutarch (Phocion, 
XXXVIII, 1) it appears that these two accusers had not been condemned by the people 

'Enrilxrot appear in l.G., II2, 1209 and on a stone published by Ch. S. Karouzou (AQX'. L2x'T., VIII, 
1923, pp. 89-96). They belonged in the infantry. They were separated according to tribes and commanded 
by a taxiarch, as appears from the latter inscription, a decree of the elder flAExTot of the tribe Antiochis. 
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like Hagnonides but had fled from the city, and when tracked down by the son of 
Phocion, were then killed without a trial. 

In L G., 11 2 448 B the equation Maim. (29/30) = (Pryt. IV) 35 shows that the year 
of Archippus II was intercalary. If we start like Dinsmoor with Hekatombaion as a full 
month, Gamelion v xat vea will be the 236th day of the year. From the equation also 
it appears that the first three prytanies lasted one hundred and thirteen days; therefore, 
there were two hundred and seventy-one days in the last seven, of which five must 
have lasted for thirty-nine and two for thirty-eight days. According to the location of 
the two shorter prytanies in the civil year, Gamelion Ev xad vea would be the sixth, 
seventh, or eighth day of the seventh prytany. 

Furthermore, from I. G., 11 2 449 (which seems to belong in the year 318/7), it appears 
that the sixth day of the sixth prytany equals the eighteenth day of some month, which 
may be computed as Posideon II. In that case prytanies IV and V were the two that 
lasted for thirty-eight days, and Gamelion -vn xat vea was the eighth day of the seventh 
prytany. 

Since, moreover, the name of the scribe is already known, the first line can 
be reconstructed accurately except for the name of the tribe, which would have 
contained from eight to twelve letters. Therefore, the stoichedon order permits 
us to establish a line of eighty-seven to ninety-one letters throughout the inscription. 
Since there was not room for the names of all the avt zdE8Qot, the name at the 
beginning of line 3 is that of the first m4sde8og. It is, of course, not that of the 
orator, as appears both from its position in the inscription and from the absence of the 
patronymic. 

The restorations in line 7 seem to accord best with a line of 90 letters, and this length 
has been employed in the text. The lines seem to have ended in complete words or syllables. 

6. Fragment from a stele of Pentelic 
marble, broken away above, below and 
on the left. It was found April 12, 1933 
in a late Roman drain in Section 1. The 
rough-picked back is preserved. The 
stone is thicker above than below or 
at the side. 

Maximum height, 0.135 n.; maximum 
width, 0.11 m.; thickness of fragment at 
upper left-hand corner, 0.064 m.; thick- 
ness at lower left-hand corner, 0.058 m.; 
thickness at preserved right edge, 0.05 m. 

Height of letters, 0.006 m. 
Inventory No. 6189 I 707. No. 6 
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302/1 B.C. CTOIX. 27 

['Eifl NtxozXAovg ?ixovrog eu Trig] 

[Aew(ovrvhog dexcoavg er?viavemtag Cj 
[t Ntxcov 9eo&)eov TI)Co.Qig eycqapyt] 
[vTevev Movvtlxcvog jex]a,te[t [cUT] 

5 [cayevov a8zx'8rt, 'iig TreVt] aPV6 [g E] 

[zxxtaia xvQic- 'vc7iv ireoe'f ewvp 8'r[evp] 

[WCV....4 ]QVV X Ita[Q] [~Tt~8p 14?]vcvc [dUAlXl~~ . .. . . .?4 V ']Va [Q] 

10 [tog slr,ev er(e8td .......... ]K . 
[. . 2,1 . ]O 

The thickness of the stele indicates a rather narrow width, and the exact number of 

letters in each line (27) is then determined by the restorations in lines 5-6 and 7-8. 

The circumstances are exactly right for further restorations as of the year 302/1 

(cf. I. G., 112, 502), to which the document should probably be assigned. 
The calendar equations show that Pryt. X, 1O fell on Mounichion 10. It follows that 

in I. G., II2, 502 the twenty-second of the prytany must be equated with Mounichion 22. 

The restoration in lines 3-5 of I. G., 112, 502 should be: MovvtX[t]6cv[olg 8vaUt te8T'] 

daxeag, 8evi1eca xCX[O] fvt E' Tr]vravdag. Mounichion had 30 days and the date 

,VCPt pt ei'c6ac (with backward count) was the twenty-second day of the month. 

In line 7 the stone-cutter evidently cut PY by mistake for POY. He left an uninscribed 

space before the demotic to make room for the correction, but never actually corrected 

the mistake on the stone. 
In line 9 the name may be !Ocxagl a Paviov l dvcy Q'vtQog, who is known from I. G., 

11 2, 483 to have been proedros in 304/3 B.C. 

(Restorations and commentary on this inscription were supplied by B. D. Meritt.) 

7. Fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble. The rough-picked back is preserved, 

but the stone is broken away on all sides. It had been built into a modern cesspool 
at 39/Z in Section E, and was discovered on March 14, 1933. 

Maximum height, 0.23 m.; maximum width, 0.17 m.; thickness, 0.088 m. 
Height of letters, 0.009-0.013 m. 
Inventory No. 4841 I 579. 

Second Half of the First Century B.C. 

[ ET8tdi o? fQvuo]'V8g ['vS ---- cpv2Wg o 87l Kjdkdov ?eZov] 
[Trog &conpciv]ovam[v T-it fovkA(t - - - - - -] 

[ - ] CO.t' zotvij[t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

[ - ]vorvo V . [e- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 

5 E----]e8ov a-a -- --_ ____] 
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[--- - -]eQovu V tv7cq?o[VTa 86 xan gv T gir t' Kde'ldov 'QXoVTog] 
[eVtaVTavr] la7g T8 OVctfag [1ri6fag W80vxe'vat eX i&V hdh'V T&g Xa] 

[Or1xoV6ag] xat rodg ffQViTav[8altv 9:lLty8pX?aaO ri$iv ?f1wv &ircfv] 

[TWV xad dlt&] Tafra !7racaxaXo[iVatv r@v flovXtv girqcWijaL OaVio-sg] 
10 [aftof irOtfl] xaOat yQeamng [E&x6vog TEvelag dvaEatv gV EV7Xwt] 

[91rtXeV,UW 9]V l '2AXXt81W ' dyao6l rv,xnl 66dO,x6at Ctl flo~] 
[brat;0flVbc] yEV Xcd nTEzp[avZaoat NXlwt OcatoEf awT6 lwt T5V Tl] 

[av i&v 7cQv] r6vEVw To[ name-patronymic-demotic 'g Vbni.4E] 

[vEv et' w6v $] nfl Kndfq'[dov ieXovrog gvtav'6v, 9rtXlt)effat ch XIi.] 
15 [?] 

No. 7 

The inscription is a fragment from a decree honoring, the treasurer of a prytany. 
On the evidence of the lettering it may be dated approximately in the Augustan age. 
Other documents of the period, I. G., 11 2, 1048, 1049, and 1050 from the middle of the 
first century B3.c., and L G., II 2, 1070 at the beginning of the Empire, are phrased some- 
what differently but have essentially the same character as the lower part of this 
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fragment. The prytanes declare that the treasurer has carried out the proper sacrifices 
and has performed his other duties, and they ask the Council for this reason to grant 
them the privilege of placing a portrait of him in some specified public building. In 
I. G., 112, 1049 and 1050 they have selected the Bouleuterion, in I. G., JI2, 1070 the 
Ptolemaion. The Council, therefore, praises the official and crowns him, and grants 
to them the privilege of placing the portrait ev 4 aho3VvTat '1OCTW. 

The restorations are made exempli gratia. They partly depend on our interpretation 
of the letters in line 14. No restoration occurs to me for these letters other than the 
one suggested in the text. The name would be rare, and the archon hitherto unknown. 
However, it might be observed that the namie, although rare, does occur at Athens, and 
that in this period many gaps in the list of known archons still remain to be filled. 

8. Part of a stele of Pentelic marble, broken away on all sides. The surface toward 
the left is badly calcinated. It was found on April 13, 1933 in the wall of a late pit 
at 44/KA in Section Z. 

Maximum height, 0.152 m.; maximum width, 0.27 m.; maximum thickness, 0.095 m. 
Height of letters, 0.006-0.01 m. 
Inventory No. 5892 I 683. 

No. 8 
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Augustan Age 

[TO T8AVT0Vff--------d8@ O[-------] -- -rv5xZm d'aO-],t &edo'ZOat r[-,t flovRit 17rainatvat] 

[lro& uayiav Tr&v vecov P6w M~Vo'jcL)Qo [v -]-- 
z-- -d ioig avi VfO] orvvdezoVag iv [uit fvlvev] 

5 [frietwt xacd nreg9av6r] at aV'T6v OaoiXYo n[ef6pZcwt .ifXE] 

[xZweiaOat dh xal Tolg m]vTa'Valtv Tg &4x[atapVvldog] 
[7odyraa0at aitTov riv] Tg lXo'vog V&6Oa [tv 8V 3 aitvoi3v] 

[Tat To'iiwt, b'?ff @'V Tov]'Tcwv UVVr?tXovy.'V[wv q)aiv-at, & fov] 

[?r si7v 7Qoaxotvav] votovtu[18'v Treo'votav --- -] 
10 [] 

On the evidence of the lettering and the character of the text the document may be 
dated approximately in the Augustan age. 

TRIBAL DECREE 

9. Fragment from a stele of fine-grained white marble with blue streaks. The 
surface is partly calcinated, and the stone is broken away on all sides. The stele 
had been built into a modern pit at 18/KE in Section I, and was discovered on 
March 2, 1933. 

Maximum height, 0.165 in.; inaximum width, 0.265 m.; maximum thickness, 0.145 m. 

Height of letters, 0.009-0.014 m. 

Inventory No. 4351 I 536. 

Late Fourth Century B.C. 

- -] - - - - - - - - - - A I A\ I A I [- - - - - - - - -] 
[-][- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ] C)oE T aVOVy [ta- - -] 

[---------------------------- xoeny6g Xauanxa]O0ei bqrt Yvo ez T E[5t----] 

[TVxl - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - &6:Vlt]Xa&'V V'Zhe 'rg 99v[X-g-t lOrSp'Oa] 

5 [?oi q'vXe2ratQ' tatviaat naine-patronymic-demotic xat n6qqa v]raat XqvoerCt 6Te9[a&vwt a:IC6 I] 

[YEaaxy8 &V eriT g gvexa xJ sptxoul &ag Tiilg '&; TOV ----- q 'v] X &V [ 16 &, Iptra [,reOh & va-ea-] 
[Q X~ SOt)4jL _cU _v _vwt _ep~t _voIY - 1o'b.j _w[t]e~jv~ _ vo~ _ _ _ _ - 

[ ??t v6TXetxto'V~tx'U~a ' -og- o -oQ( OTbg''-, 
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1|~~~~~~~4 

No. 9 

The fragment contains part of a tribal decree from the latter part of the fourth 
century B.C. The restoration is based on I.G., 112, 1157. In line 2 the word vKxov1oy[La], 

if correctly read, is perhaps the name of a festival. The vertical hasta after the omicron 
seems to be part of tau- or upsilon. The next letter must be rho, and the vertical 
stroke at the very edge of the stone (the mere tip is visible in the photograph) may 
belong to gamma. 
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PRYTANY CATALOGUES 

10. Part of a block of Pentelic marble, broken away on all sides. It was found 
on March 15, 1933 about 3.50 m. below the modern level at 4/H in Section H, an area 
that had been much disturbed in Turkish times. 

Maximum height, 0.32 m.; maximum width, 0.32 m.; maximum thickness, 0.20 m. 

Height of letters: in line 2, 0.015 m.; in lines 3 ff., 0.008-0.013 m. 

Inventory No. 4769 I 572. 

No. 10 
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c. 174/5 A. D. 

[SIy] aOr-tl v 

['EBrr ?iQ%orvo]g M Movvctr'ov Maotiarvovi Oiroui1o0xov 

[AVdlcg -] IQevravdag ot 'evwu w K8zeo[idt] 

[dog cpv)J5 '] t'poraviug ai4'rog xaCt ;otgi -&U4ov; 

5 arE/Qctlav 

A2vtog HtAoxQaT ` iu 
w (S t OV) 

Thcjsi,Qc6 zIrjwtog [--- -] C?,)S 5tr+OpVrep'v 

Jrju? Stog [- -, -] 'Ov1fyuog ZT8picp6oQoV 

1o 2xeo T[j" . . xog 45 'EQy oIaQ 'EpjL(0ov) 
Ntlx'n ... YceQOv ' EQyoyvrrQg LEeuiov 

[- - - - - - - - - - - -] 'HXtool) eoc H(Xt) o8cbeov 
[_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _Ctz E^[Wg - - - - - -] 

15 [-]- -E- - - -- - -- -] o Zdenairog - --- -] 

lacuna yeap1tx'8bg (?ovxc8v'v6 

of 20 lines Mr;co'Vw 'O6,utv J1h 

A55 tii ot, 
- - - - - - - - _ -] lovi- Ct86Q00a,Vr 

[ --- 'IvX Roqac?vXSg 

---------] Eo12vto & qoX'YQvi 

r - - - ] -E-6 - - x - v --- 

40 [ ?] 60[ ? 

The fragment contains part of an inscription set up about 174/5 A.D. by the members 
of a prytany of the tribe Kekropis in honor of themselves and of the ?ihortot. More 
of the document, which later disappeared, was seen in 1676 by Jacob Spon who published 
an imperfect copy of it in Voyage d'Jtalie, de Dalmatie, de Grece, et du Levant (Lvon, 1678), 
Vol. III, Part II, pp. 116-120. Letters seen by him and now lost are underlined in the 
text here presented. 

The arrangement of the lines is not the same in Spon's copy and on the fraglment 
which we now, possess, but this divergence is readily explainable. In his preface Spon 
himself wrote of the inscriptions: " Je les produis le plus exactement et le plus fidelement 
qu'il est possible: toute l'infidelite que j'y puis avoir coinrnise, est de n'avoir pas toujours 
pu faire entrer les inscriptions selon la disposition et le nombre des lignes qui sont aux 

originaux, ayant ete borne par la petitesse du volume, ce qui se pourra reparer dans 
une edition Latine en plus grande forme, si celle-cy est bien receuie." [The Latin edition 
never appeared.] 
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TI1)is must, indeed, be the same inscription. It 
is highly improbable that the prytanies would have 
erecte(d two copies, and the stone was found just 
across the street from the church of the liaalato 
rOV Bha6aQov, near which Spon located it (a la 
maison de Nicolo Misalaroti proche Panagia tou 
Blastarou). 

All subsequient publications of the inscription, 
includincr the last in I1G. , 11 2, 1788, are based 
directly or indirectly on Spon's reading alone. 
For this one nmust consult the first edition, the 
only one with which he himiself was connected, 
ai(i from which I reproduce the tracing' on p. 45. 
The alterations occurring in the later pirated editions 
were arbitrary and misleading changes of the printer. 
I have of course disregarded them. 

Spon indicated traces of a letter with a dot; he 
did not, however, indicate the extent of a lacuna 
nor was he careful to point out vacant spaces 
such as that discernible on the stone before the 
word d -mQwpuv. It appears from his transcript 
of lines 1 and 2 that the surface was gone along 
the left edge and that all traces of the first letters 
were lost. If then we place the next gap in the 
same region we locate the name OVoicorhXov at the 
end of line 2. Before the word zvrwarda; Spon 
dlistinguished traces of three letters. Therefore, 
more than the nuineral stood in front, and there 
cani be no doubt that the lacuna was occupied by 
the demotic of the archon. After the letters 
KEKPO Spon distinguished traces of two more 
letters which could not have stood at the beginning 
of line 4, because all trace would then have been 
lost as in the lines above. The lacuna begins just 
afterwards, and if we place the letters AOS YAH3 

The text ruLns over three of the small pages in the 
original edition. One page ends after line 3 and another 
after line 24 of Spon's copy, so that a little of my own 
interpretation finds expression in the amount of space left in 
the tracing immediately after each of these two lines. The 
tracing I owe to the kindness of Miss Marian Weleker. 

.. A e H I TTXHI 

- . .M. MOTNATIOT MA.I 

MIANOT OTORI KOT 

...1IPTTANE IAZ 01 OIPTTA 
NEI THE KEKPO . 

TIMHZ-ANTEZ ATTOTZ KAI 
TOTY A,1Z IT0TZ ANEI7PA 
'VAN 

AAAI E IZ AI:ITO I 

ANNIOX FI1Z IOTA. IEPO 
TOKPATHZ bANTH1 

TEPETE ZHMH ALA. iAAOT 
TPIOZ XO? 

AHMHU-TPIOz EPE1NNIOZ IE 
ZKPiTO.... K0Z. POKHPT-- 
NIKSIN... & MEM. EFIIBQ 

POT MOI 

Al ONEI ? 

ZTEDHDOPOT 
AFINJOZ ZTEb HdOPOT 
ONHEIMOS 

' 
TEDH 

POPOT 

EPMEIAZ 

EPMEIAZ 

EPMOVraNHZ EEPME.IOT 

H IiEE I Z 

HA10LQPp. HMO 
AQ2POT 

EmI KA. 
ETXAPT ZTOZ 
FPAMMATETU BOT 

AETT Cl N ZTPA 
TQN OATMHIIOT MEAITETZ 

Tracing of Spon's publication of No. 10 
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at the beg,inning of line 4 we have a gap of the same extent as above. From the stone 
it is now clear that the word dmyeyaitav stood below the word rt1t cavro6g and after a 
vacant space. Spon, however, had no difficulty in reading the intervening, letters; 
therefore, since none of thei could have stood at the left edge, they were all on line 4. 
Lines 2-4 accordingly contained about 40 letters each and extended farther to the left 
than the catalogue below. The restoration is confirmed by an examination of the 
fragment just found. The left edge is not preserved, although the stone extends 
0.135i m. to the left- of the first alpha of the word dm'yea?pav. That is too much for a 
margin; the heading must have spread over more to the side. 

Below the heading camie the catalogue. The position of the first column shows that 
the catalogue was arranged as usual in two columns. The first group of names was 
that of the 1i?atlelg, as Spon indicated. Apparently there was a chipped or weathered 
section here too, because Spon found the patronymic of the priest Demetrios and that 
of the second Demetrios completely gone while those of the next two men were only 

partly legible. In line 10 he overlooked the dot after the abbreviation -KPI and he 
read 0 after the T, whereas between the T and the vertical hasta that follows at the 
distance of one letter, there is scarcely room for so large a letter. Perhaps he saw the 
curved line of a P. A-Seribonius appears as a prytanis of the tribe Kekropis in another 
catalogue, I. G., IJ2, 1790. 

The group of dl.atTOt should be located at the bottom of the inscription or at the end 
of column II. Since there were forty prytanes at this time, and since Spon has recorded 
only fourteen, the names of twenty-six other prytanes and (to judge from the analogy 
of I. G., JJ2, 1782) the names of about three other demes were engraved on the stele. 
The last name in the list of prytanes must have been that of the yeapyarebg fov6vrCiov. 
Therefore, the group Hlt6dig at the end of which Spon recognized that official, caine at 
the last. We may presunme that also the group Al(Wiv', all of which Spon could read 
with ease, was engraved on the well-preserved right side at the top of coluimn II. 
Otherwise column I would be too long. The lacuna of about twenty-nine lines obviously 
fell at the lower part of columun I. The inscription was broken away below. Therefore, 
the group of adiatrot must have occupied a place at the end of columni II. 

For further commentary on the document I refer the reader to the Corpus (I. G., II 2, 

1788). Spon described the stone as a block hollowed out to serve as a container for 
oil. On another side was engraved a prytany list from the archonship of Demostratus 
(I. G., JJ2, 1795). The latter document suffered a similar treatment at the lhands of the 
printer. However, just as one can see in the other case, the original disposition was 
generally suggested in the first edition by indentation whenever a line had to be broken 
up, so that it is possible to restore the real arrangement by reference to the copy in 
the first publication.' 

The vertical line dividing the inscription was a mere invention of the first printer. 



No. 11 
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11. Three contiguous fragments of a plaque of coarse-grained white marble. The 
stone is broken away at the top and chipped along the sides and bottom. The surface 
is badly weathered. A raised band surrounds the inscribed part at the bottom and 
sides. It was found in a late fill at 42/1Z in Section Z on March 24, 1933. 

Maximtum height, 0.74 mi.; maximtum width, 0.47 m.; thickness, 0.077 m. 

Height of letters: in lines 1-3 and 30, 0.011 m.; in lines 5-29 and 3l-64, 
0.006-0.008 Ini. 

Inventory No. 5050 I 594. 

Ca. 180/1 A.D. 

'ETtt' wov- yeTa M-Elt- OXa'xxov 'a'eovTa EVlavTo[V] 

?Jltq7ya1)U Eavi0obg %at' roig dtltdovg dviyeatJav 
30 (itxalt 

5 I_ ??vrloXog EiXaQknov 

__________________ ?Iht#tddng E,6xeaekov 
I_________-____ 'I__ 'E?lzcTtog ) 

2ZV (eiTog) '?1iOg 35 4rTvtxog El ifY Qov 

10 M-riYwQo7 'EgEro'vov ETartatoOev 

.2,rewV 'EvE 't6VoV Jl0lXurog 2~wr1eovQ 

'Eiilyovog ) ?4yoWOox?i ,wrxovg 

z4lxxto7 'Iov?1 vo'g aH?X81di7g .fwd?ovg 

Oloti (7rJvtog) Wafltavoig 40 Ioirv HVOocWQeog 
15 2a/ldvog 'EeQde [w]?rog 'EeXtEt-g 

EVi-oeog LEepwcoTog KaeQtAofog E&xXUovb 

Z'eQazirv EOpi?OV Ex MVQtVOVVTrg 

'zcpeQodlhto Mi?cwv[og] 4 ZdknuoQ Movcov 
20 M7VUTtx5 ) ?1?iaveog 'EQeiov 

Ntxoxzea'rg Mvutxovi /fec9jpvtOt 

Atxiv (tog) XAQl?avo'Q 2axAXcctd; E&vou6ov 
Iov (r 'tog) M&iyog 'EetxatETg 

Heaft,rix cg )lO8tXtOd 50 .2Sla l '6Oq otk(VAOV 

25 AQtyatict ) JtOiaul 

.ra 'OvToe KoAXv (TreFv) At2. B axXto 
A2 (tog) 'PiyXoQ 

OiX (iltog) HoctuftO'a ri' /rovXEvr6v ZAtyoQ [Ba]xXvXthov Fae(Q'y5rog) 
'?4vvtog ot?zolotLog 
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55 Iov6) (log) t8QO qa,VT5 

.MWy (tttog) 8,7t, #Wpo 

x,qvi fov)J;g Xal 4ipiov qc@fltog [Ja]fl6aVOa MaeaOnv'tog 
yQaeatppa1eiQ ov?i xa' 3Ijuvv ?4l a)ici deog 06odouiov 4aymTr[Q.eVig] 

7r,6eVr f-upa Mvartzx6 ) 'Eeoic'ryg 
60 &qyXeQaT56 >A4avdeQOg [,A]Xcowliorov Hawovhhdr1g 

leVQ Q 1I(o' Xtog) ATQorog 6 xctl ?fqQoeoja'loQ 
C 

oEb Ocug.2zd)g \g ,~na, tesOet'; 0Pwq6fOQv xat E xt XcO; tEoueca; ) 'AC1tCi3g 

WVojeyQCp(taTJsg Miecor ) afteiou 

It might seem that the officials recorded in lines 9-29 beloniged not to Gargettus 
but to a derne the name of which had been erased in line 10; but the excisions of 
lines 5-8 were due to an error of the stone-cutter, because the mnen whose names follow 
belong to the large deme Gargettus, as appears both from the number and from a 
comparison- with LIG., 112, 1765 (138/9A.D.), where a Licinius Arrianus, presumably the 
grandfather of the man mentioned in line 22, appears in another list of Faey'rrtot. 

Line 9: 2ev '?1rfa?Xo, areatnoy6 
\ ,,\ c' Xc, in the previous year (I.G., II 2, 1791), 

ephebe about 166/7 (I. G., 112, 2094). Line 10: Mnvo'IdYQoo 'Eirty4vov, ephebe in 147/8 or 
shortly afterwards (I.G., JJ2, 2059). Line 11: 2i &rwv 'Emtyoov, ephebe in 163/4 (I.G., 
JJ2* 2086). Line 15: 2EaQu Fog uQ[wjTog, ephebe in 147/8 or shortly afterwards (I.G., 
112, 2059), awCQono'Eg in 172/3 or shortly afterwards (I.G., II2, 2103). Line 16: X0vo- 
.w3oQ TEpE14Wrog, ephebe in 150/1 (1. G., II 2, 2065), V`toWc(PQo wUrsg in 172/3 or shortly 
afterwards (I. G., 112, 2103). Line 18: ai 9ewr 08O0LXOV, irouwcpQort'g about 185/6 
(I. G., 112, 2112, 1. 16, where the patronymic, not very legible, had been misread as 
'Iooqil)ov. The line has since disappeared). Line 20: Mvartz6g ), ephebe in 154/5 (I. G., 
11 2, 2067, 1. 37). Line 48: SaxrztacJrj EiCo'gov, probably grandson of homonymous 
prytanis in I.G., 112, 1765 (138/9 A.D.). Line 55: 'Ioi'V2 lhQfo?paT in office from 168/9. 
Line 56: M4ffVjt Ez flwy ji, in office from 168/9 (. G., JJ 2, 1775) through archonship of 
Athenodorus. See Dittenberger, S.f.G.3, 872. Line 59: Mvurtx6g ) TEQotadh, prytanis 
sometime between 190 and 200 (I. G., II 2 1805). Line 60: A' aivYdQog [>4]Xwotoaov 

Hatoovdng, v?o WQotaTwg in 172/3 or shortly afterwards (LIG., 112, 2103), ty8wu\v e,cn'o 
sometime between 183/4 and 191/2 (I.G., 112, 2113). Lines 62-63: Compare references 
in HIesperia, III, 1934, p. 56, no. 43. 

12. Fragment from a cylinder of Pentelic marble. The stone is broken away on 
all sides. It was found April 11, 1933 at 28/10 in Section 0. 

Maximum height, 0.435m.; maximum width, 0.255mi.; maximum thickness, 0.155m. 
Height of letters: lines 1-6, 0.015m.; lines 6ff., 0.01m. 
Inventory No. 6029 I 699. 

4 
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End of Second Cenitury after Chr ist 

['E7rt &ozov]To[S -[-Q---] 

[.,eQT]rnOtV [oQ E'7l ua Srra] 
[. 42ro]?7 wvov 2[rEIQdcog(?), Ol] 

[irevTca'El5] iwg 'Aelav[Ijdog qvXfg t] 
5 [7reVrav]sdag n'q [avreg 6'avToi'] 

[xal troi] digfaTovg [dv,Yeatpav]. 
['E] irdwv,io- vacat 

_ ~~~~~~~~~~~Bryaowels 
['kJX HVOay'o'eag 

10 [EEV']xaieog HeQEl1OV 

[L4iro 1 ]UN'nog Zcoait[ov] 

.[. *1 *] x Z?wc4atl [ov] 
15 [- -]v ) 

[--] ea&evog 

[- -Jri>l]ST [1io] 

No. 12 

This prytany catalogue is not part of I. G., 112, 1807, although it belonigs ill the 
same period, the end of the second century of the Christian era. 

I have thus restored the general's demotic because of the name of the archon 
C. Cassius Apollonius Steirieus. The great honorary offices tended to remain in a 
comparatively small group of families; and a certain probability exists therefore that 
the Apollonius of the inscription is the archon himself or one of his relatives. Obviously 
a Roman name has been lost, because the lacuna is not large enough to accommodate 
a Greek name and the article rov which would then precede the patronymic zhrordwviov, 
for the latter would have to be a patronymic since the article does not follow it. 

13. Two contiguous fragments from a block of Pentelic marble. Part of the right 
side is preserved, but the surface is chipped at the edge. The stone is broken away 
below, above, behind, on the left, and also on the right side beneath the first two lines. 
It had been built into the wall of a modern cesspool at 36/0 in Section H, and was found 
April 5, 1933. 
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Maximum height, 0.46m.; maximum width, 0.29m.; maximum thickness, 0.21m. 
Height of letters; lines 1-2, 0.024m.; lines 3-5, 0.02m. 
Inventory No. 5761 I 661. 

ca. 190 A.D. 

i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~['Eri ?IQxovnov ......... ca, 
. 

i@ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~['E,t ca- oro c6. .9QXT7OV[ 

a 

_ .......... 
~~~~~~~~~[br stS 'obg o,rx cg .] )oxa(flov) 0!, 

[)o1TIQca1ov 2-re]et]dwg E, 
5 . .r.Qv[-2wavta6g] o'l 7rQev'[v]- 

ca.7 7 
_[aLg tI?fjf. ]TLc q4.}[T?V] 

rqJ~t,'av]re-6 hxV [Toi'g] 
[xal Toig dav]1iovg [dvye/ai]- 
[tpav] vacat 

a 10 ..........................o . - - - - - - - - - - 

No. 13 

The stone contains part of the heading above a list of names set up by the members 
of a prytany in honor of themselves and of the &t'rltrot. In line 4 the termination of 
the demotic might suggest the restoration ['Ixza]owQg also, but the name of the archon 
of the year 266/7 corresponds to the preserved letters and fits the required space too 
well for any doubt concerningf the cognomen and demotic to be supplied. We cannot, 
however, restore ['Eirr' &'exovcog A(ovxzov)] (JXaf (fl'ov) ODi RXorocarov 2Xret]ot(w)g i I [v I Q irvTareiag] 

Ol glreV-4V|IeQg, wXz.], because by then the formula had already gone out of use, and because 
the identification ve(&ieogeQ) did not accompany the name of the archon. Therefore, the 
name is that of the aranorrydQ Philostratus who appears in I. G., JJ2, 1803 (ca. 190 A.D.), 

of which the heading reads as follows: 
4* 
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[)Ez ....8. . . . exovroQ, OvQa]- 

[rnyoiinwog grc" Toi']g 67c[161rag] 

[. . . . sXOaQOV 2otr [eedo 
[(WQ * * ] ]eMvaviag Ol zvQvrd- 

5 [veig] tr5 OA'ef6doQ qvOg T[61]- 

[,t1]6avre av'ioig dvey[ea]- 

In line 4 of the latter document the lacuna at the beginning is large enough to admit 
the restoration of the ligature IsE and of a numeral that occupies one space. In line 3 
we can restore the nomen as in the document from the Agora and reserve one space 
for the abbreviation of the praenomen. 

The archon may have been the grandson of the hoplite general. 

BOUNDARY STONE 

14. A small boundary stone of Hymettian marble, broken away below and chipped 
at the edges. It was found on March 4, 1933 at 33/8 in Section H, where it had been 
built into a modern wall. 

Maximum height, 0.195 m.; width, 0.10 m.; thickness, 0.065 m. 
Height of letters, 0.015-0.02 m. 
Inventory No. 4154 I 513. 

Fourth Century B.C. 

Lteeof3 

TQOQ 

- ~~~~~~~5 i4tia [Q] 

No. 14 
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On the evidence of the lettering the inscription may be dated in the second half of 
the fourth century B.c. The location of the sanctuary is unknown. For the epithet 
A4jc1la the pertinent passages are the following: Anecd. Bekk., p. 248, 26: 'AHqhlx 5 oUrtwg 
4 3 ?raQa w'OEjpoToxh8 xahs- at (fragment 894 Nauck), ost T' r tv"aq; Hesychius, I, 
p. 59: 24aclac t Jq, , er oi &ocAlValvt Toig xaenovg; Zenobius, IV, 20: 'aoen3il hvdftog 
&'t 'A1wla 1dv t~ Ayst'i -raQa Teotltvlolg reQouyoQe1evTat, wuia a E Ider. This note 
of Didymus is doubtless responsible for the mistaken generalization of Suidas (s. v.): 
iwffuia 4t K6es, 41a,lalo di$ t dn,ipa 

MISCELLANEOUS DEDICATIONS 

15. Part of a block of Pentelic marble, broken away below, at the back, *and on the 
right. The top is smoothly dressed. The left side has anathyrosis, and therefore another 
block must have joined it on the left. The inscription ran at the top across the face 
of both blocks, for the words at the edge of the stone do not begin there, and a trace 

No. 15 

xao ya[ - - - - - - - - 

[----]-- - - l Jaegov [------ 
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of a horizontal stroke, belonging to a letter on the block to the left, can actually be 
discerned in front of the first letter in line 2. The stone was found in the fill below 
a late Byzantine floor at 57/F in Section H on March 10, 1933. 

Maximum height, 0.16 m.; maximum width, 0.24 mn.; maximum thickness, 0.22 m. 
Height of letters, 0.02 m. 
Inventory No. 4476 I 555. 

The stone contains a fragment of an epigram from the beginning of the fifth century. 

16. Part of a block of Pentelic marble. The stone is broken away on the left and 
at the back; it has preserved part of the smooth-dressed top and the rough-picked 
bottom. On the right side is anathyrosis. Another block, therefore, joined on the right, 
and the inscription ran continuously across the face of the two blocks. The stone had 
been built into the bottom of a pithos at 12/Ir in Section 1, and was found on March 22, 
1933. 

Heig,ht, 0.14 m.; maximum width, 0.34 m.; maximum thickness, 0.41 m. 
Height of letters, 0.025 m. 
Inventory No. 5227 1 613. 

No. 16 

[name xoeny(6v ebuix] a Oitvrjh 4ex [Vrhit mahYdwv, name n281] 

[name] g idoauc[E, name vI 

The stone is part of a choregic monument. The inscription may be dated in the fourth 
century B.c. For the type compare I.G., Ill, 1236, 1237, 1240, 1251, 1255, 1261, and 
1268. 
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17. The upper right-hand corner of a block of Pentelic marble. The stone is broken 
away below and on the left. The top has a beveled edge along the front surface. It 
was found April 5, 1933 at 16/Z in Section 0. 

Maxiinum height, 0.063 m.; maximum width, 0. 15 nm.; maximum thickness, 0.122 m. 

Height of letters, 0.012 m. 
Inventory No. 5793 I 667. 

- - - dv-i1Oeaav 
[-1-- -- 1-Il] VjLOVLdOQ 

No. 17 

On the basis of the lettering the inscription may be dated in the second half of the 
fourth century B.C. 

18. The left corner of a small rectangular base of Pentelic marble, broken away at 
the back and on the right. Above and below were mouldings, now much damaged, and 
in the top a large hole, 0.06 m. deep. The stone was found in a wall of the house 
631/11 in Section H in January 1933 during the demolition prior to the excavation. 

Height, 0.23 m.; maximum width, 0.19 m.; maximum thickness, 0.23 m. 

Height of letters; in lines 1-5, 0.02 m.; in line 6, 0.012 m. 

Inventory No. 3580 I 333. 

20waeri eo0 [- TOi 3erVog demotic] 

xavnpoeracaav [- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 
[i]irt Nixotodearov [ToI a es c Z7 V]- 

[o] vro dtla flov FA, [- - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

5 &axoQevovTog 4e [- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

XldOVXOYVVTOg [- - - - ] 
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@:-_~~~~~~ 

No. 18 

The text on this stone, which was seen " in Athens," was included in notes assembled 
by Koehler; and from this inaccurate copy Boeckh published it in C. I. G., I, p. 913, 
no. 431 b, and Dittenberger republished it in L G., III, 922. Apparently it had been built 
into a wall in such a way that it was very difficult to see. The notes indicated on 

the moulding some meaningless letters. including a rho which differed in shape from 
those in the rest of the inscription, but these letters can never have existed. This 

original copy had one error in line 3, four errors in line 4, and in the last line read 
xac dadovXoYrnog instead of xitJovXoi5vrog. 
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The interest of the rediscovery lies in its confirmation of Dittenberger's brilliant 
emendation of the last line. Whereas the words xatc dq&ovXoivrog had seemed to make 
excellent sense, Dittenberger pointed out that the same man would not have been 
dados3Xog and mere temple attendant, that th'e subject had no connection with the 
Eleusinian cult, and that accordingly mention of the dqdovxog was out of place. There- 
fore, adopting the spelling t for &c, he made the emendation x[X]ld(cd)ovXoVinTog, as 
actually appears upon the stone. 

There is a fresh fracture at the end of lines 1 and 2, on both of which Koehler's 
notes gave one more letter than is now preserved. 

19. A low rectangular base of Hymettian marble. In the top of the block are two 
(towel holes with pour-channels. It was found March 18, 1933 at the level of a Roman 
road in Section 1. 

Height, 0.325 m.; width, 0.71 ni.; thickness, 0.69 m. 
Height of letters, 0.03 m. 
Inventory No. 5239 I 620. 

_40nvacdot ot xazwotxovfYeg 

9v Amivwt xatc "It'lewt 

No. 19 

The lettering suggests a date at the beginning of the empire. 

20. A fragment of Pentelic marble, broken away on the right, the left, and at the 
back. Part of a roughly finished top has been preserved. The fragment was found 
March 16, 1933, over a Byzantine floor at 36/M in Section H. 

Maximum height, 0.087 m.; maximum width, 0.23 m.; maximum thickness, 0.095 m. 
Heigrht of letters, 0.02 m. 
Inventory No. 4806 I 578. 
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TtNleo[g Kiao5dtog Kaceaao edEQ] 
yelijT .i{ .ccS .ewg ] 

No. 20 

It is perhaps a fragment from a large base honoring the emperor Claudius. Both 
Tiberius and he received at Athens the title et3eyhsfc, but Claudius bears the title 

EusoyesTr, wn [Yr6SXwg] on the base for a statue which he restored after Caligula had 
carried it away. (Cf. P. Graindor in B.C.H., LI, 1927, p. 257, and in Athenes de Tibere 

Trajan, p. 9.) 

21. Part of an epistyle block of Pentelic marble. It has been broken away on the 
left and also below in such a way that only a few traces remain of the second line of 
the inscription. The right side preserves anathyrosis, and the inscription probably continued 

No. 21 

[--- - -]50l m ^ Gexovro; 'He jiov ioU EW [Vovg MaeaccOwlov 
---] 

[ - (-] Kra]QQ[Q] ij[c]ro? [in'---WV 
. ~ ~~~~~ - - 
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on the next block. Although the top is prepared to receive another stone, nevertheless 
it too bears an inscription (No. 22). This fragment of epistyle had been built into the 
"Valerian Wall " in Section 1 and was found on April 8, 1933. 

Maximum height., 0.58 m.; maximum length, 2.08 in.; thickness, 0.60 m. 
Height of letters, 0.065 mi. 
Inventory No. 5887 I 678. 

The names Herodes and Eucles alternate in the famous family from the deme Marathon. 
The material concerning it is conveniently assembled in the first chapter of P. Graindor's 
H&rode Atticus, pp. 1-17. The lettering indicates that this archon Herodes son of Eucles 
belongs in the first century A.D. and is probably to be identified with [- - - - E&x]Xe0ovg 
Maoaoil'to, recorded in I.G., 112, 1730. Neither the latter stone itself nor any photograph 
or drawing of it exists, so that we cannot accurately check the name against the size 
of the lacuna. S. Dow (Iesperia, III [1934], pp. 160-161) has made certain determinations 
about the arrangement of the inscription, but the angle of the fracture on which he rests 
his argument is not certain enough to exclude the restoration '1Hea6ly0 in place of 

H0oV)Y.aQtl1O, which was suggested by Lolling. Furthermore, Polycharmus is not known 
ever to have been eponymous archon. The tenure of any archonship entitled him to 
membership in the Council of the Areopagus, so the appearance of his name in IG., 
112, 1728 cannot be used as proof that he was eponymous archon, nor-if we restore the 
naime 'Hwowk6jg in I.G., II2, 1730-does it necessitate a date for l.G., II2, 1730 earlier 
than that of L G., II2, 1728 (cf. Dow, op. cit., p. 161). The appearance of the title leQeig 
Joov'aov iirdrov shows that LIG., II2, 1730 falls after the year 9/8, but it might be as 
late even as the reign of Hadrian. On the internal evidence of the document nothing 
else can be asserted definitely. In the case of the epistyle block, however, the occurrence 
of the phrase Zlll ?iXovrog WHeycov instead of the old formula 97rt 'Hewov &QXopog 
practically excludes a date as early as the Augustan age. Perhaps Herodes son of Eucles 
is identical also with an archon H[- ] commemorated in an inscription from the 
middle of the century (I.G., II 2, 2301). He is more conveniently located in that period 
on prosopographical grounds. He is probably to be identified with the Herodes III of 
Graindor's arrangement, whether the father was Eucles IV or, preferably, another Eucles, 
about whom we are uninformed. 

A dowel hole, located 1.32 m. from the end may indicate the centre of the block. 
In that case it had an original length of 2.64 m. In the 2.05 m. of its preserved length 
the first line has 26 letters, if we count iota as a half. Therefore, about seven or eight 
letters are missing at the beginning of the line. The inscription, however, may have 
begun on still another block to the left. 

22. The following inscription, broken away at the right, is preserved on the top of 
the epistyle block which bears the text published above as No. 21. 
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E T p8T sQat[- ~~~~~~~- -] 
atiodw,eov [------] 

No. 22 

The lettering seems to be contemporary with that on the face of the block. 

23. Part of a block of Hymettian marble. The top. and the bottom are preserved. 
The stone is broken away on the left, the right and at the back. It was found March 28, 
1933 in a wall of the modern house 646/5. 

Height, 0.278 m.; maximum width, 0.347 m.; maximum thickness, 0.17 m. 

Height of letters: lines 1 and 2, 0.016-0.02 m.; lines 3-5, 0.03 m. 

Inventory No. 5439 I 648. 

[- ]v zdh'vvao, 

[-----] o4r lxlov 

[-J 
5 [- - - - - -] t 

No. 23 

24. The bottom of a rectangular base of Hymettian marble, broken away above. 
It was found on February 28, 1933 in a modern retaining wall in Section 1. 

Maximum height, 0.35 m.; width, 0.325 m.; thickness, 0.26 m. 

Height of letters, 0.028 m. 

Inventory No. 4345 I 531. 
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[xacd xriaun] 

[a~Yroxedioe] t 

AletavqW 
5 'Otvvidwo 

*,Y~~~W 

No. 24 

For similar dedications to Hadrian cf. I G., III, 493-523 and Hesperia, III., no. 73. 

25. The lower part of a columnar base, broken away above and at the back. The 
bottom is carefully dressed with a smooth contact surface, Ca. 0.10 m. wide, around the 
edge. Part of a rectangular dowel still remains. The column has a simple flare at its 
base, finished with a vertical band, 0.025 m. high. It was found at 13/E in Section I on 
March 7, 1933. 

Maximum height, 0.53 in.; maximum width, 0.44 in.; maximum thickness, 0.21 m. 

Height of letters: in lines 1-5, 0.015-0.024 in.; in line 6, 0.008-0.01 m. 

Inventory No. 4702 I 562. 

The inscription, rudely executed, is an elegiac couplet composed in the Ionic dialect 
and engraved on the base of a statue dedicated to Demeter and Aphrodite. It belongs 
in the time of the Empire. In addition to the couplet and to the name 'Eeyu[o'vn] below 
on the flare, also a few meaningless scratches appear, the letters Al 0.04 m. above the 
epigram, and the letters A4AAE 0.12 m. to the right of line 1. 
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zhaJ xal Kov'eI Ha- 

8geyov, syvexev et- 

': ae,B~~~~~~~~~~~~~~G6I etyQaqJ6v 
5 tE~u4v~j. 

on the flare 

3 '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Eo,lAt[o'rq eAnE1x6] 

No. 25 

The customary datives zo xa' Ko6n HacpI' would have fitted the metre just as 
well, but Hermione selected the nominatives in imitation of archaic dedications.' 

In all probability the base had at some time been carried away from the west slope 
of the Acropolis. Below the Propylaea was a joint sanctuary of Demeter and Aphrodite.' 
It is azQodthT BXav*nr (= Semitic Balaat), an ancient Mother Earth divinity, who came 
originally from the East and was worshiped also as 'QOTo Koveorqpog. The old 

1 Cf. G. Neumnann, Griechische Weihinischriften, p. 73. 
2 A. D. Keramopoullos, e,X. zEkr., XII (1929), pp. 73-78. 
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Semitic Aphrodite was partially merged in the Attic IF-IJqiiysqQ, and it is their joint 
precinct to which the writers refer when they speak of the sanctuary of Fij-Koveoce4pog. 

In the 'AXcaotoXoytx6v Je2'ov, V, 1889, pp. 129-130, Lolling published an inscription 
engraved on a columnar base of Hymettian marble found in the region of the sanctuary. 
Dedicated to two divinities like the one in the Agora, the base supported a single statue: 

xac Ko'Qi 
w'v Kovorteo'- 
(pov Eaigdozog 

dve'6^Xev 

xar', 6',,10ov. 

It is possible to suppose that Hermione too had dedicated a figure of the KoveoTQo'og. 

26. Fragment from a block of Pentelic marble. Part of the right si(le is preserved, 
but the stone is broken away on all other sides. It was discovered in a modern 
foundation in Section I on March 1, 1933. 

Maximum height, 0.15 ni.; maximum width, 0.22 in.; maximum thickness, 0.11 m. 
Height of letters, 0.025 m. 

Inventory No. 4346 I 532. 

.: 

No. 26 

The fragment perhaps belonged to a statue base from about the beginning of the 
third century of the Christian era. The Movod-Ov was the " university " of Athens 
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(cf. Hesperia, III [1934], 191-196), and the letters here preserved might be interpreted 
in various ways, such as: 

[- -] yora w6v 

[:rt Toi M]ovGJSlov 

or 
[- - -- - - - ot aan] ,lo'caqov 

[t6v &I Tov- M]ovaelov 

27. A high rectangular base with mouldings at the top and bottom. It had been 
built into the side of a drain where the latter passed through the " Valerian Wall" at 
14/KZ in Section 1, and it was found April 6, 1933. 

Height, 1.05 m.; height of face, 0.73 m.; height of top or bottom moulding, 0.155 in.; 
width, 0.49 m.; thickness, 0.43 m. 

Height of letters, 0.033 m. 
Inventory No. 5881 I 673. 

'H1 ig z4lov lldcyov 

jlov)3 ir6v vIv 
Toi xolinrjof 

5 XeJ,Uov Maca- 
odw,)tov et6rqg 

. 27evex 

No. 27 
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The boy, Aurelius Appianus, had lost his life in the course of a religious festival. 
He is known from I.G., IlI, 751, an inscription on a herm, which the colleagues of his 
father set up in his memory, and which below the dedication contains the following 
illuminating epigram: 

dOTl xat riVOg dlyl uA j ITQocYOeV y'Qcaultaa fQ>e[I~] 

^luq 6' xa i llOQ?7 7fl 6XQVY )e&4 
otvneev oi% E`pO6yv I Xxatcvav meQ acXdExVt olaoa[t] 

x&tlSP V <yaoi I zavSaaievog /l0TOV. 

From the latter monument it appears that when he died, he was still a young lad, 
preparing for the 8qTyflia and pursuing his studies. 

His father, the cosmete, Aurelius Chrestus of the deme Marathon, had been awCeoon-rI 
in 218/9 or shortly afterwards (I.G., 12, 2223). On the herm the accusative Xe-fvov 
(line 5) should be emended to the genitive in accord with the correct version preserved 
on the base from the " Valerian Wall." 

SEPULCHRAL MONUMENTS 

28. The upper right corner of a base of Pentelic marble. The moulding at the 
upper edge has been broken away. At the left is a trace of a relief. The stone had 
been built into a modern wall at 38/; in Section Z and was found on March 3, 1933. 

Maximum height, 0.296 mi.; maximuin width, 0.445 mi.; maximum thickness, 0.385 m. 

Height of letters: lines 1-2, 0.026 mi.; lines 3-6, 0.02-0.025 m. 

Inventory No. 4117 I 501. 

"X l'1 A L 0 

No. 28 
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[?] XwlQocb'ov[S] 

E[Ilo] V'a Eel x Eo] S evozX8 [o] vg 
[E] 0 [w] v [v] Y M8tg 

5 ___ _x__ l. .Xweclaleeatvovg 
________ [0] vy '.n 

The stone contains part of I.G., II1, 1886. Before it hacl been broken up to supply 
building material, it was seen and copied by Ross, Rangabe and Koumanoudes " beyond 
the olive grove in a field beside a well left of the Sacred Way." It exhibited a relief 
that probably represented a hydria. The fragment at the Agora is solid, and the 
monument can never have been a sarcophagus, as the editors imagined. A noticeable 
variance in the lettering shows that the three names were inscribed at different times,- 
all three, however, in the second half of the fourth century. The monument was 
originally designed for the first man. Later it served to commemorate two relatives, 
his sister (or daughter) and her hLusband. Letters seen by earlier editors and now lost 
are underlined. 

29. Part of a block of Pentelic marble, re-usecl as a threshold. The left side and 
rough-picked back are preserved. The surface is badly worni. The stone was found 
March 2, 1933 in Section 0. 

Maximum height, 0.375 m.; maximum width, 0.385 m.; thickness, 0.125 m. 
Height of letters, 0.03 m. 
Inventory No. 4252 I 523. 

I K'' 

'd> 

No. 29 

EvvLex1do [v] 

yvv En'] 
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30. Part of a block of Pentelic marble, broken away on the left, the right, and 
above. The bottom is smoothly dressed, the back roughly finished. Across the face 
runs a moulding over the inscription. It was found on March 23, 1933 in a modern 
wall at 16/AA in Section O. 

Maximum height, 0.23 m.; maximum width, 0.293 m.; thickness, 0.203 m. 

Height of letters, 0.02 m. 

Inventory No. 5191 I 606. 

A~~~~ 

No. 30 

31. Fragment of a columnar grave monument of Hymettian marble. Part of the 
top is preserved; otherwise it is broken away on all sides. It had been built into 
a modern foundation a.t 22/Z in Section 1, and was found March 2, 1933. 

Maximum height, 0.47 m.; diameter, 0.23 m. 

Height of letters, 0.025 m. 

Inventory No. 4354 1 538. 

H jJIU T4OY 

FT P1-~~~I QY oreU [Ko]i-renov 

y (r /\ I l I P } |'5 MtIu;'ov 

Xoxaey [ho'g] 

z v V I M 19 1 0 Xf ytv[v]~~~~~~yv N 

X)KO AP r 

\ \ / No.I3 
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32. The upper part of a columnar grave monument of Hymettian marble. A piece 
of the top is missing, and the whole monument is much weathered. It was found 
March 2, 1933 in Section 0. 

Maximum height, 0.28 mi.; diameter, 0.157 Mn. 

Height of letters, 0.02 mn. 

Inventory No. 4250 I 521. 

E I,0Iov 

_s ~~~~~~~~~~~Naoax (T) lOa 
A r'1\\( Ncuca(r)i 

No. 32 

Na (v)itaxQ(w) la. For the loss of the v in the diphthong av in the Roman period 
compare Meisterhans-Schwyzer, Grammatik der attischen Inschrifte 3, p. 61. 

33. Fragment of a columnar grave monument of Hymettian marble. The stone is 
broken away above and below. It was found March 24, 1933 in a modern fill in Section 1. 

Maximum height, 0.26 mn.; diameter, 0.19 m. 

Height of letters, 0.017-0.02 m. 

Inventory No. 5235 I 619. 

#} * ] 0>~~~~~~~~atvdw 

v 
A 1 A Z E S - 

~~~~~~~~~yvp 

No. 33 

34. Part of a block of Pentelic marble, broken away at the right, the left and at the 
back. The bottom is smoothly finished. Two fragments found (1933) in Sections e and H. 
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Height, 0.15 m.; maximum width, 0.62 m.; 
maximum thickness, 0.23 m. 

Height of letters, 0.024-0.028 m. 
Inventory Nos. 4149 I 509 and 6136 I 702. 

I' ~~~[d]siog . Elov'Alog 
[Hag]dto o; 'OVVl8Vg 

No. 34 

35. The upper part of a columnar grave monument of Hymettian marble. The lower 
part of the stone, with the end of lines 4 and 5 of the inscription, has been broken 
away. In the top is a rectangular cutting, 0.08 m. long and 0.03 m. deep, into which a 
fragment of dark blue-grey stone is now wedged with cement. The monument had been 
built into a modern wall at 36/r in Section H, and was found March 6, 1933. 

Maximum height, 0.39 m.; dia- 

ActDPOM / \ \ / I i \ meter, 0.28 m. 
Height of letters, 0.025 m. 

Q [ E j ,I \ A 1 >X Inventory No. 4451 I 549. 

&ko60piiov 

rv~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7 
lvn, 

No. 35 

36. Three fragments from an architrave of Pentelic marble. The inscription is 
carried on two contiguous fragments, one of which preserves a trace of the original 
surface on the left side. A third uninscribed and noncontiguous fragment, 0.205 m. wide, 
preserves the right corner. The fasciae continue on the right side but are less carefully 
finished. The latter piece and the fragment with the end of the inscription were found 
built into a modern cesspool at 40/K in Section H on March 18, 1933. The piece with 
the beginning of the inscription had been used face down as a doorstep in a modern 
cellar at 38/10 in Section H, and was found on May 20, 1933. 

Height, 0.305 m.; thickness, 0.19 m.; width of the two inscribed fragments together, 

1.40 m. 
Height of letters, 0.025-0.032 m. 

Inventory No. 4780 I 574. 
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: ...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A 

No. 36 

Tt'og @Wdflto-, &Q9cxgvzX- 
~AwcrtoXaoUv Jofaioaitog 

Before it was broken up to furnish building material for the cesspool, the inscription 
was seen in a house near the Stoa of the Giants by A. Erneres. From his copy with 
the misreading Qeu1ro6pXov it was published by S. A. Koumanoudes in lx7,g 47Q0yeaqcd 

IrLTVftl1Ot (Athens, 1871), no. 1076, and republished in I. G., HJIl, 1976. 

JAMES H. OLIVER 
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MONUMENTAL STELE HONORING EPHEBES 

37. Fourteen fragments of Hymettian marble brought together by similarity of style. 
Fragment M was identified and FF was discovered too late to be included in the 
Reconstruction on the following page but both have been included in the text. Frag- 
ment FF was found on February 7, 1935, in the wall of a modern house in Section 11 at 
20/1A; i. e. near the Valerian Wall. Fragment M now lies in -the Stoa -of Attalos; 
probably it came from the area of the Stoa, or like the six fragments from Section 1, 
from another nearby part of the " Valerian " Wall. We may note here that (with but 
six exceptions) Hellenistic monumental stelae honoring ephebes were found in the wall 
or close to it: I. G., IJ2, 665, 681, 766, 787, 870(?), 1006, 1008, 1009,1 011, 1029, 1030, 
1039(?), and 1040. Except for I.G., IJ2, 478, 700,- 794, 944b, 1010, and 1027, there are 
none from outside the Greek Agora until we come to 1041 and 1043 of soon after 
50 B.C. The latter, and most of the Roman items, are from Demetrios Kataphores. 
From the period before 50 B.C., we have eight which specify expiicitly the place of 
erection: all have merely bv &yoe&a. We may conclude tentatively that (1) Hellenistic 
inscriptions honoriing ephebes were customarily erected in the Greek Agora, and that 
(2) there no one limited area was regarded as logical for containing them. 

In the following list, braces indicate joins.' 

Fragment Number Published Place of Discovery Date 

A Agora I 989 c - Section 1, in north tower 1933 
B Agora I 992 - Section 1 in north tower 1933 
C A Agora I 958 - Section 1, above gate tower 1933 
D Agora I 286 a Hesp., III, no. 24 Section 0, house 636/25 1932 

IE EM 7605 - l.G., 112, 1032 Stoa of Giants2 (?) 
F Agora I 989 b - Section 1, in north tower 1933 
FF Agora I 286 a Section H, in modern wall 1935 
G Agora J 286b _Section K, wall of chapel 1934 
H Agora 1 286 c- Section K, wall of chapel 1934 
I EM 5296 I. G., 112, 991 Hadrian's Arch 

{J Agora I 989 a - Section I, in north tower 1933 
tK EM 564 I. G., JJ2, 1960 Church of Constantine 3 

L EM 5238 I.G., JJ2, 2453 
M _ - Stoa of Attalos (?) 1934 

1 The figure on p. 72 was prepared by Miss Elizabeth Dow. The discovery of fraggment FF has made 
it clear that five wreaths packed closely together, rather than four liberally spaced, should be restored 
after Decree 1. As in IG., 112, 1011, therefore, there were five decrees, and corresponding to each decree, a 
wreath of the appropriate form and with the proper inscription. The details cannot as yet be fully restored. 

2 Listed in the old Acropolis Catalogue, 1035. 
3 The EM inventory refers to EM 46, gift of D. Lerios; for the clhurch, see A. Mommsen, Chr. Ath., 

D. 81, Ino. 91. 
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FRAGMENT A FRAGMENT B NON CTOIX. 

Decree I 'E74rt S8od [cowdov ieXoV og] eXl T; Alye [to'g irQv'yw'6iaQ] i VU FRAGMeENT 
127/6 f EVzQo?'[iOV s9tcotog eyQ]cqt,t .7[6V BOrQO^ttt9o; ir4uvr] tcqdVOV, C 

rr4urvS Tf,[g irovTaveicg* bzxXn] q[la zvela xv tit 08relwt- rv ire]oA'wo iv6 

5 IoXt6 ?itog - _ _ 
__tti- - - - - - - - - -Ile xa?e(ZO EtSE(]E[;8lv /1Jvov I'4va[ --- - a YvrIIC96?66oot v o, v r t 6'oiwt] vacat 

5 SV Ho Xlaf0V[g @ O^tT - - - - - - - - - 817V8V 87r&dV O'L e XqVUal-8 8TCL 

5 ? 4; Ho Io- - - - - - - -- ] O 

Jdio Voov Ney ?Vrog Oi$ a-req - - yaqa1 -r-- e---tr- a] -v - - -t - r_e v 

[aveu]Ot [otvo hri otercxvW --- --oi -x - - --xoro xat QE[ oe g To_D 

E1v x[at -- -V Xa[----- -- - - - ]w;Xv, d0X6t e[ 

[~e6av -~ - - - - -] tOcV cE TOl; ( [--- - - - - - -[xa-] Cv 3CX TXg 
10 Ov(ricig tivcTa@a ToiC [Oeotg-- ffo#fYa-WTO ]i atL, 11)V d7rcO[vi 

TIrVtv wTO ?6Q0t xcii iv [Qo8,zpVquv aft)uZ - 3.1 -i'cvro 68" xcd' rob fi] oVYg at' eavi[abg] 

[CTO - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x-az-[-w---TOide CXjVuov IC [v] 

ra[- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [ A A - E FRAGMENT 

. ] - -vOVg lir6vff[evuav - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6rtLioy' DO[ ] D 

FRAGMENT 15 [ , - e igeaa'a )'[ anyao] d' 6z a' r6' J[to'vvaov &zrM oxa t - ]rvp?~ria a7c-~~ 

E [-]~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Oet 6g o'rt ys6[?t9wra - ]n'ara, bzrofjraVro 
[- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -]V og 9r [otg- - - - ] xv rog vovg xat ra_ 

[ tfi;hrialra-] - I- --)- -- - - -tiav rE ---]Toi)g ulviog hXaw,ewv 'nv 7r6Xe6 

[wv- - dva]aqivre eXetoTt [jnUow] 6" zat .v 'rai Ovolvatg 336iraIg e v 

20 [-O] r6v eVayXaiwv Xa[l eqa raV Ur&t roY-080 3o33 fv& V 

[Not - -------- 6da]xcaot a&rtvCv z}rot1yaci[vv]Q de' xacd -r6v 6d' lca(cyva mdoivVp 

[- - - - - gOvald] wreath ro[Twralov [wra)]t J In xagl wrayeavvot Fr6revNav 
[- ---------- - 6epo e xat' rn,p [Xa]Vivc,6a zxag xat evay6wo' vwV 

[----------------------]ag rolg xadce'ova[tv] r2)v ~4Trtx#v- go`cav 68" xacd ro-ig V 

25 [-]qv *Oe63V 7raoax[ax]~,oavire b' rc7t 1T&eari- npq-~L~ 
[ ----------- ]e xat' raig p [yVtvaflg O.6ea-deV,yKxi5r [-- G9 

[?~~~~~~~r~~ t]gZ b'rXot[Q eaX]njt6vwg &v'Orixav J[ CE.a 

[-]BiO[-- ]QV avv33 ',or [ I H 

(Lacuna of uncertain length) 

flOSyxTi 33 e [flOl^(xV?OV 

FRAGMENT 30 nyiog 33 f 66u]3 ? 
FF In olive wreath: In golcl wreath: [Two wreaths] In gold wreath: FRAGMENT 

'rov ~~~~~~~~~~33j ['r6v xoajlr~r] H 
xo~~~~~1n~~~~rijv ~~~~~33 k [>Ii-roxxdn'tov] 

33 >/bO{C)VbOV 33 g rob; 331 [>bvoXXwviov] 
FRAGMENT 33 a L?-roXXCoviov 33 h f 33 m [2ovv] 

F 33 b Zovvda 
33c Xat T?b 

33 d EEpn,#0Vg 
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Decree II 'Emd &ko[dYohdov &'e1xov os ed xg A[i7eiYo e'ls S gvzcreics 4 2wnXc'uj EVpeoviov] 
127/6 &icaio? Eya1ca 

35 uevev Bon[deoi]og T8a y zat 8 -- - -- _ ca. 7_- T 

eiXdda]g, cETOf tSXcd 8[i] 
8?fstxS zetae al 8xAl Et] rtt08tw @ eodx StflE --] 

xoarvi T X [7rvr]av81'eag E'x'.2Xn[u avl 8iv aTl t 0 _ v _ _ _ _ _a _p hv - - - - - v Tcit O u o h rp 3i v - 

ldvQYtj xa' [uvy7rQdedQot' tJ~e T(-t L 'w - -- - _ - _-Ca. -5 - t7r8 3d~%o~&' 
>4] roXCtwv4ov 20o [vVl] 

zv' xeOTOY4 [0o'O xo? l 'IV' wo' &V flp55ovg Tei Y i l'lOSl>" T0X' r lv l zhoVv'aoV Ne.or']wog 
'7ov 1ier& Avv 

XtaXOY ZeQ8 TtY [ZdQXaY XwTa Tie T`ib VOOuOVg Za' 'v& l/JriupIaa ToiY d^y,ov ireoE'ur?] 6 x] ]q 

wfig draVdlag 

40 (tCV 8(pn XO1 aacY T1 [; EY ?tao'llaflv yIWJJI2vg 8(lStuwaag fe1LX8 0 E0vu8Y de, 0 l, Tag 

)S )er' -vazv t[?tS t 08?lS xt t?l 8t'8- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - --- 
?r'S diiwg 8xarE [Qovg - - - - - _ _ _fY86 xaL 

Tacdg Ova'trica~ caicgat[g -]--------------------- 
8qxti'p dYi8Qraal{v (8 XcCI S)v ~ dX~ ov ovotav o O x 'c 'q %[ 

uT8f r(o * dmr'eruf8[v U6 at' t 'v aeo'g aXkn'X?Sovg vOaV zfQeVOu on Xalp'zt Tw5 Tz A V 
8iTastaVg T6V] 

45 dQtOtt6V ha-& :7T'OV oT( OVTS - -] 

Of f0J8ElXVVI18VL T'Jl[V 8 - av10b - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -0- - - - - ] 

M,vo01 xOyL)rat '![-I 
xa4(Xi()&Q V,7r6 i, g - - - - - - - - - - - - - - aca0J8 TVXL (8YOXoaL Tlt flovfi, 'taOu 2] 

Xovvcc ITQOYQOvg [8, Ti) 1iroiovav 8bxzXrXu;ai XQ ciaTigal m8't8 TOVT77Y, 2v"bttYv & ~vpfla28iOat 

iIg , fov] 
50 2n-g 8tQ 'tov (YItov) [Unt dozai 7i7Lt (ov2kij 8&1Ta1)v80aa 770)v xouyrT`v i v 17(7)' ~/wv 4iro2XdW'vov 

Afcro2xxondov 2Yovvt] 

eac YaXt Uram78uc0'tY aC'r6' XZ?VU0-t aul7TL,VWt xccT& 170) )1oUov' eto8Tng 7)jQ 
aztdxa0VVg 

FRAGMENT zrQ [6\ woi]g 8 )#0ov;, xca[t\ &3uU8t'V TO\V ai1rcvov Tov[ov 4ZItcovuaiV 778 7) ev &'PT7t xcatc'ot4 Tera] 
G 

[yw>Yotdog Xatc HavaOrivai [nv XCXl 'EXe8vaivmi 70tC YVIIVtXOg a7yi)atv t'T7g de 'c27ayoQ8v58(eog TOV (Y78] 

cpa'vov 8'l82ltxyo]voaL wo[ig UQCcl]2yoi)g za\ '6v TayiUac Tc aV c7T7IwTLxw) d'ayeIat TO,3 

Tc6 ~IJi'99uyaw 'c] 
55 YacptttaT8Cc a OV Xaz6 rav[ccn 8)Tav ' aV ev UTret 2lOi)'78t XCd a\U7ercc ev T8 rOecto el1 

e Tv)1 

'vaycqOaTv xat\ TIv e d'a] 

08ut' T77 crcirj2 T' y88o[ty8yov r)O) LU4Lac ,18Ql(oC(L T0v 871tt\ 7787 (101X)(?] 

(Two lines uninscribed) 

Decree III 3EmT\ Jo'volov &QNo'TOg TOV y8(ra'c) Avxlo[xov 't z7g - - - - - - - - - - r1' - -8-c0 - 

128/7 K8qTa] 

O8'V yQapa78VmV) aVTtmQaqT8\g 'IHat[u'- -----------------------------] 
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xara r6 Vi~towlxla 8 TituaQXog'Eir(tx)eariJov -4 ['rrtog eiirev 'EXaqmflo2twirog Jexacr]et 

Vareeat, It [lt] FRAGDIENT I 
60 xat dxoare't TrI Trov;aveiag* exx4r1laa ev [r6t OeraT t *- - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - eb]evE 

nree Jb dJIe'a[] 

`c (X) (X).q 6 xoayurjrijg TrJv 'qwv >:roXXlo; 4 [rO ProXX iVov " lovvtei VQ TS -g a Ova'ag 
6'Ofev . V ri t] Zroptrt vacat 

Yue r6iv hpn/?(wv rio r TJ^ a4ov6ot xarol Tol- Nxx[otg Ooso- eyaO- rt,xn jejo'oat r6t uIjwt Trc 

rt 2'eYovJta IV Toig etofolS olg g ' kpf [bVleiat xal awrrjeiat rs re flovxig xat TOD I),1oV xal 

ar]a chcov xat yuva[t] 
7 - row 

I - x7iV fal TW flV Xt xat aVt y[tXV 'toy ( ?/ OV raStV'l5t de TOV Xoaur'q&y Arro2XXdioV 

x4:rowXwVio] v .2Fovpw'`a xat' 
65 rto g eTp`f?oVg Xal UT[eq]'V7)[ocl aiCoV'g XeVa6n are qpV'Wt e'Uefleiag eVexeV Trq ire6?g To?v 

0e]o0Vbg xal qiXOrt[Yu] 
aXg Trl; ff re[g Trp #OVXoV xati Tar dij8lOV' dVay/O6 t a ' T0e r T6 vq1aTfcc TOr ycQtaUIadc w6v 

xarsc Xr] ovsrw'Iav b' 
[arriart XIOiv?t xatl rT'fat b' & dyostt elg 68' Trv &vayeaq?jv czad dOospV Trig or'W teQ] Jat 

roV eiiT z'te a [t] 

[otxUe6t O6 y7evO,leVOpV dV,Cx)jwta vacat ] vacat 
Decree lV [)Edt zhovvaiov eXoV'rog ToV !ienc vxiaxov IxO r-g? - --- -r- - ----- VTarela 

128/7 - ] vogKEO 
70 [pa@0Oei',lCE6 era1~ee------------6-----T] it brQ 6IOV 

[- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1T9ffOlWO'-- - - - - - - - -.T 'O] eTret Irig 

[Irevravelia exxirair- '0 meoedJwi' e"f Vi~ - ------------ avt UVUlroe6edQot l' otev 
Tr6t f,lluot l Xae 

[?e- - - - - - - - - -- re'? I- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -]I vacat 

(Lacuna, of uncertain length, containing the end of Decree IV and 
the beginning of Decree V. In Decree V the formulae of I. G., 

II 2, 1008 III, lines 82, etc. are probably to be restored) 

DeCree V - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - rog &a eol?pcUg 'OV UT-qdpov xcdt] 
128/7 [dvaYoeei5a e1/Ttrripe)Wr1rv]/q rov [1/yxoVira zaXt' Tr& aceavQA 'v xaAt Tob ite)y raig e7ratv`oat 

FRAGMENT eo 

75 [red7?rjV Nizora i4AUstog] Brio'rTtov x[ r6 Ov 67 xoa,ixov .2cor6dqp 2cowre2ov 'WXe`a xaOt w&v 

dxoVprwrij NtxavdeoV Jr'rTet'] 

[ov E3ovvte'a xat' Tor] To o'6riv llvva[ti`lov 'O`0iev XOtl TOr6 V froo7rXoyXop AQTret6fi ov Taeae'a 
^xal TrV yQate] 

[yarea 9aeoolvov A]apirTre`a xat r[oaV VifryQeerl;V WIe'wpva >IvayvaSlovov xac UTrepav6iaat eX`arOV 

ag,rc7V Oak] 
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[?oiV rle] T[vwt]' dvayeQat 86 'io'Je w0 ['piltpa w6v ycQallawia ToV ld'ov E'g aiirv 
XlbOIVrp Xat' UTlTat V . 1w ] 

[re7t] c 'ouAiro; * cl- viV dVayQ [aT,jv xal Ttv iVc6lOaV aT X 'g pIle eiat w6V Erv rdl 

Weu otx?fmlY& 1X MWV 61Q] 
80 [Ea xav]& et l^plqruarac &droreray'p'on [i6h 8d twt]. 

01 EEDHBEY2AVNTE2 ETfI [JIONY2IOY APXONTO2 TOY MET4 AYKIv.KON] 

(Col. I) (Col. II) (Col. 111) 
[fourteen (The third column 

Tq&toxX-ig JD,Aoxk6iYov KtipLatetv[Q] lines missing, contained a maximum 
lTetarioaQ Dtovvaiov KriTwtLe66g including of twenty lines) 

85 'Eirtedpig Tlicvogthe heading [Uncertain number 
Eitd 41doQ OialoQ] of lines missing] 

-Avulpaxog kt?WOvov bital[6i,] 16s [iavi t 8o?] 

b(A(ptXog .2wqloXov 'Eotx6e, [vs] [Uncertain number 

Mvowog Jto 'vov r--- - of lines missing] 
90 Xi(co; 2'w4olXov KoXXvr[&,v] 

ea 8 Fo ---- FRAGMENT L 

HvIeeog Arp oxdehtYov T[etOedwo?] [Dz orv'ttog] Jloy[b']Qtj - - - - 

Ac(0Tadag wr&adov qn[Xai8E?] [-et 7- 1V] txox org 'Pa[Ilvoo] 

.,rrjaayo'eux El' jynov - - - - - [ ? oyv%,wv 'Pcq [vOtSO] 
Kc?fARI6XiarfaT .A@Qv -170- - - - ,o [A] vrtuopdog 

95 HaVYlovtYdog [ a ] - a]y?o Mrvodo'[wov - - - -] 

Xa',or,g X?eQrwo?g Hatavis[Vlg] [X(ov QV O]XVopo IaX[Xrjvv8Vg] 

'?A7roX:po7aivn? 4 Arivalo [v ---] - ca. 6 
Eiave- --- -- 

Kda-rw) 'A4Xizrmov Kvj[aOvaeveg] 17 i] Axtfo[dog] 
FfBAGMEN'I' KatKA 1ayXog KaRtp[.... Hatwavte?] ... | tHOsIX] ag H?oAx[Olvov- - - -] 

K 100 
ieuavcYQeog NtxoaT[Qdtov H1ct]vt8 Ev- -- - - - - - - [54pato'] '4A7 [oXodwhbeov 

- - -] 

A'iw,5relOQ MrjrQO[h2OV Il]Iatavtun5 y --- [Uncertain 

.fwqavr,g zpoqdrov 11atavtvuS number of 
./IoWvTUYoQ [Kexvozrhd?o] lines missing] 

Mpvo'6QoQ 'HeaxXehsov Ko)wvi0v i45 Kr#taO'dwog [AIruiv1Qov - -- -] 

1o5 Ntxi'ag Eiqnpludov KeiW7ld4rg to'do1og (HeazXe[hdov - - -] 

??Ir )Xaog >Iyexdov Ho Oxo vJAtovvcr- 

11o0Vat've6rog ~4A1uxXov fXajtfl%))ubdg Zr1ovo'oo eJ 

?17roXO'do,rog 2&vi.06tov KI,rt'oQ rv,org0,0 

Tipoxo,dirrig ~41626;vdQov Ho to 0a A ro [V - - -] 

11o A lhrV6og -IlVov (yfa 150 AoOVV [aiov -- -] 

3@SlSIOg' TER@VOW Y,fflaet wlwflv Ev'do'ov M[&8Xtwvvg] IF'waifltog TiXwvog 'Y4wftco E'dovig 
17f [O] X? ti auiXoS JD6voxxiS I0tXoaU [Q&tiov -- -] 

zDoaxve[1'd]g Sltuox)ovLOV xIAv&,g eavox)-g Hewroy[6'hOV ---] 
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HOr1va[yocQ[a]g vloodov Kv&ax viJg )wv( vg If[aXo - -] 

115 NMawv cPtXoXQCov Otvcdog 155 'ICirro [Owvridog] 
06ox2- EMvxOvXovg B8Qevtxh[d[g 
Ntxox2Xig Jryr1Xtoov 01Av9gA 
(PtxCoviYrj; S?QuTOg8Vvov HeogacaLUoQ T8Sg h - 

EtUaYrtajg teltCvYdov 'EaXFa2;Or' [YOQCX EvOvoY4ov---] 
120 JtOpV1otOg Jtovvodov Heoor,-rzhtog A- -- ----- 

T[ltoxQe-crg 6odYceov Xo2ay2Ev'g 
98,o'dQog ztovvoriov K,-TakiOv [Five lines missing] 

Mux8ca,pg vU6O'PeO'Og XoX [Eay8vg] 
125 'O2xV1atO'&wog Ai'Tox)iovg 0O[eXtog]; 

Eu'vtx'd,r1g Jqyr,,Qlov El'u[axtog] 
.2oar'vtxog 906oyvov Eeo [puog] 

177 So TBVA 182 fl OVx'] 188 fl OVi] "I 92 [@ oVi] 197 [t AVA71 

? tjYi{eo [6 7Yi5uog] [6 Y1u!og] [6 Yiruog] [6 YiSuog] 

In olive wreath: In olive wreath: In olive wreath: [In olive wreath:] [In olive wreath:] 
Tor' rcaudoT[Q] Lr6p 67xo[lcXXOV] Lvrv &xortuiTrv] [i6v io$O'Trip] [E06 V fooido] 

FRAGMENT [j3IBv Nix] co [voa )4X] [ 'wuYv] COTa [X] [NixcvdQov Ajy7] [lTvorixov Nt] [ia'Xov 4re'uyd] 
M [s;i dog BqQv'rtov] [ov] 2woxic [Ql'ov EOmv)TIda] [xiYog 'Of,O v] [JWQoV Tacar'a] 

The thickness of No. 37 is 0.175 rm. The width can be estimated closely as 0.65 im. 
just under the moulding, which is preserved on fragment B and is 0.11 m. high. The 
top was trimmed flat and probably lacked a (separately cut) pediment. The total height 
can only be estimated; it was some 1.7 m. plus parts missing between our fragments. 

The lettering is spaced farther apart vertically at the top. Fragment A has lines 
0.0106 m. from base-line to base-line; fragment J, 0.0095 ni. Horizontally the variation 
is also marked, ABCDE being much looser than the tightly packed letters especially 
of F. Naturally the lower letters are also smaller. Hence the number of letters in 
a line shows divergencies as indicated. Within each group the spacing is strikingly 
regular. There is a marked tendency, as in I. G., II 2, 1006-1011, for the lines to increase 
gradually in length, at least until the decree (V) on J is reached. s At this point the 
mason evidently realized that enough room remained for the spacing of Decree I to be 
resumed. This fact differentiates Decrees IV and V. 

The addition of the new fragments has confirmed Meritt's suggestion in his publication 
of D that we have 'a decree honoring ephebes somewhat earlier than the series beginning 
with I. G., 112, 1006.1 The closed sequence of archons Lykiskos II, Dionysios V (as he 

1 For the restorations given there is authority in nearly every case, chiefly from I. G., JJ2, 1006-1011, 
suLpported by careful determination of the available space. New readings in fragments already published 
are not indicated, except in the list of names (see below). We note here that at the end of line 69 the 
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must now be designated), Theodorides was already known from I. G., 112, 1713, lines 1-3, 
and dated in 129/8-127/6. The new decrees show the secretary cycle certainly functioning 
in the latter two years, for we have two new secretaries, of Kephale (VI) and Thria (VII), 

and these conform to the established cycle. 
It had been plausibly conjectured that the secretary of the Dionysios of 128/7 was 

named in I. G., 112, 888 (Ferguson, Archons, p. 88, Tribal Cycles, p. 31; Dinsmoor, Archons, 
p. 254), but we now see that this is impossible. We must reckon with the following 

archons named Dionysios: 

Dionysi | Pag in Predecessor Secretary Date doSelect Dinslrlool ~~~~~~~~~~~~~documnents 

I 219 Nikophon ca. 200 I. G., II 2, 

(none named 8.50, 1323 
in LU.,G 112, 

850) 
II' 254 --- - - - - es 0 vieArog ? - - - " Init. s. II" l. G., l 2, 

887 
III 254 -Ia czov 'etIioX - - - - - "Med. s. II" 2 I. G., 112, 

888 
IV 268-9 (none named -[- - - - - B]ovTrag 141/0? 1. G., 112, 

in L G., 112, 968 
968)3 

V i 273 Lykiskos [- -]vo7 KI;[cpa]XbyOev 128/7 Document 
here 

- published 
VI4 275 Paramonos -Jac4iog Ttyov'xov 1Palvovulog 112/1 I. G., 11 2, 

1012 

In other words, it seems that there are not five, as was once thought, but six archons 

Dionysios; for the number cannot, apparently, be reduced. 
The spacing permits the restoration of the calendar formulae for 127/6 (Theodorides) 

to give an ordinary year; the preceding year was evidently intercalary. In line 35 the 

space indicates either extensive dittography, which is unlikely in view of the willingness 
of the mason to erase, or more likely the formula which indicates the interpolation of 

days by the archon (cf. Meritt, Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 26). Koehler's restoration of 

Elaphebolion in line 59 (and 71) has been followed. 

letter phi was erased when it was seen that there was insufficient room after it for the additional letter 
alpha, and that in the-first half of line 63 the last preserved letter is phi ecut over nui. 

1 Identified conjectuirally by Roussel with his archon [- - e-]-- T-q2TaQeXtbv (B. E. A., 1932, p. 201). 
2 The style seems suitable for ca. 180-150; the dating of several of these documents awaits fuirther study. 
s It is curiouis that witlh so many arlchons of one name, the predecessor is not designated; hence one may 

doubt whether I.G., 112, 968B belongs to an archon Dionysios. 
Graindor (Clhsrontologie, nos. 109, 167, 173) names three more, of the second and third centuries A.D, 
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As a whole the document differs from other ephebic decrees in that the ephebes and 
officials were honored toward the end of the year in which they served (Decrees III, 
IV, [V]), as well as in the following year (Decrees I, II). I. G., 112, 1011 alone is similar. 

The d'taqo g appears in line 58, evidenitly in connection with a /Tllo1o1a previously 
passed, but we cannot with certainty complete the formula. The aVhtyoa?6vi was known 
twice in the second century, in I.G., 112, 967 of 145/4 (proposed by the same man as 
in our Decree III), a decree honoring prytanes in which no previous decree is mentioned; 
and (restored) in I. G., II 2, 1014 of 109/8, in which another individual handed over 
a document to the Boule and Demos. The loss of the demotic in our Decree III is 
deplorable (see Ferguson, Tribal Cycles, p. 160 and n. 1). In Decree IV the Metro6n 
appears (line 70), and it may be that the dvIcyQag8vig was reported as having supplied 

from it a copy of a previous decree. 
Decree III was paid for (lines 67-68) by o eni rTJ rd[totxzfai]. In line 56 the Treasurer 

of Military Funds, who invariably in other documents of this period bears the expense, 
may equally well have appeared. This isolated appearance of the Single Officer will be 
mentioned again in a discussion to appear in a following, number of Hesperia. 

In lines 55 and 56 the spacing strongly supports the restoration 6v dyooot, which the 
general argument above led us to expect. 

Decree V, in the part preserved, honors the trainers, who according to all the parallels 
were also honored in the missing latter part of Decree I. This repetition is also found in 
L G., JJ2, 1008 Decree III, and 1011 Decree III. Both of these decrees are decrees of the 
people of Salamis, and like the present Decree V, the first of these was to be set up in the 
precinct of Ajax (1008, line 87). Our Decree V was evidently passed by the Salaminians. 

We turn now to the list of the ephebes. Graindor observed (Rev. Belge de phil. et 
d'hist., III, 1924, pp. 13, 428) in his original publication of fragment K that Fouilles de 
Delphes, III 2, 24, part of a Pythiast record, included many of the ephebes of this year.' 
From this Delphian document the names of officials in lines 73-80 have also been supplied. 
Through chipping of the edges, letters underlined in K have disappeared since Graindor 
saw them. Trivial changes in his readings have been made. In the erasure in line 114, 
[IR1E was originally inscribed. Lines 119 and 122 are read as they are on the stone. 

The restorations in lines 166ff. are in accordance with the spacings. Column I was 
so closely spaced that it contained all the names of five tribes and part of those of the 

A squieeze of the Delphian iniscription, for whicih I wish to thank A. W. Parsons and C. H. Morgan II, 
reveals certain changes in readings. The text of F. de Del., II1 2, 24 should be armended as follows: line 7 
has IIIPAIAI (see Colin's P1. IV, 2); line 16 has traces of all the original letters; line 17 reads ['Aij]7cdto', 
and the word is cut over Column II, a symmetrical nicety not recorded by the editor. Further, in Column I: 
line 18 reads 0AP[YVfl O; line 35 lacks 6 1/2, not 8 letters; at present line 36 lacks MEN, line 37 lacks P 0 Y, 
line 38; lacks IN'41', line 39 the first 0, line 40 has the E, line 41 lacks the first 0, line 45 reads @[h]eaavcYro;. 
In Column II, line 34 is now gone. In Coltumn i11, line 19 has the Z and T'; in line 22 the corrected naine 
E63coov may perfectly well be by the same hand as the rest; in line 30 A is cut over the second 0 in 
<EvoxQdtko;, and baffles one; in line 31 the final Y is present; part of the first letter of a new line 
immediately before line 37 is A or A; line 38 reads IM[l - - -1; line 39 reads flEA and smaller letter-s AA 
occur between lines 38 and 39, indented half a space. 
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sixth; in order properly to fill Column II and most of Column III, the spacing was 
lengthened so that four names in these columns occupy exactly the space of five in 
Column I (cf. I. G., II 2, 1006). 

There is no need to repeat the former identifications, now available in I. G., 112, 1960. 
The new prosopographical items are included in the following commentary. Iouilles de 
Delphes, III 2, 24 is abbreviated to D, and its three columns are signified by Roman numerals. 

Line 83: D II 39. NPA 160. Line 85: D I 38, in which the spacing shows that 
1Il)oTiag was once read correctly. Line 87: D II 25. Line 88: D III 21. Line 89: 

D II 32. Line 91: D I 37. Line 92: the Doric ending -ag for this name is otherwise 
unknown in Athens. The deme was Phegaia or Philaidai. Line 93: the naine Stesagoras 
is rare (PA 12894-6, all fifth century, and one in NPA 153, second century). Line 96: 
D I 19. PA 15300, NPA 170 (father), PA 449 (son), 15301 (probably ancestor). Line 98: 
the name Kastor is new to Athenian prosopography. Line 100: D I 45. The name 
Tharsandros is new not only to Athenian prosopography, but also, in this precise form, 
to Greek. Bechtel (Gr. Personennamen, pp. 50 and 198) records 04ooavdeog for Delphi in 
the fourth century B.C. Otherwise the name seems to be unknown. Line 102: an erased 
iota appears after the first alpha. The restoration in the Cor_pus has been shown to be wrong. 

In fragment L accurate study of the spacing enables five restorations:-Line 167: 
D II 24 is slightly preferable to I 39 on account of spacing. Line 169: D I 35. 
Cf. PA 3869. Line 172: D I 22. NP9A 167. Line 175: D 1 21. Line 176: D III 20. 

In all, the Athenian list, excluding lacunae, has at most 65 names. To this total the 
Delphian list adds at most 38 others, giving a maximum total of 103 known Athenian 
ephebes. Since the number of ephebes was in all 107 (line 45), we lack the names of 
very few. The space in the Athenian stele would allow at most 7 iEVOl; it is safe 
to suppose that in 128/7, as in the next preserved list (I. G., Il2, 1006 of 123/2), no 
foreigners appear; their first entry is a group of 17 in the year 119/8 (I. G., 112, 1008). 
Foreigners were enrolled regularly thereafter.' 

With the trainers in our inscription, the case is different. It is true that the kcosmetes 
(as always), the coach of javelin throwing (akontistes), the coach of archery (toxotes), the 
secretary, and the servant were Athenians. The akontistes, Nikandros son of Demetrios 
of Euonymon, had been a prize wrestler as a boy (vix'aag wo'5 &oy6vsa wvov Eh,ffr8iwv Jadag 
ir6Xtrv wtiSg 7rQdnrr Xibxica EXla cPawJQov N'Qovvog, 153/2?, I.G., 112, 958, lines 95-96), and 

we meet him continuing his career as alcontistes in 123/2 (I. G., 112, 1006), and 117/6 
(1009). In 119/8 (1008), however, he seems to have been incapacitated, for the office 
was held by Hieron, son of Herakleides of Anagyrous. This Hieron had been merely 

VTrw8wr,g in 128/7 and 123/2. The other three members of the staff were foreigners: the 
paidotribes was from Berytos, the trainer in heavy arms (hooplomachos) was from Sole, his 
assistant was from Tarsus: all Syrians, like many of the first foreign ephebes (1008).2 

1 Cf. 0. WV. Reinmuth, The F-oreigners in the Athenian Ephebia, Lincoln, Nebraska, 1929. 
2 For the names of the officials see also the parallel record in Delphi (Foujilles, IlI 2, 24). 
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When the foreign ephebes arrived, however, they found no non-Athenian officials. 
Foreign ephebic officials appear in our sparse records now and then before 128/7, though 
never as many as three in one year. After 128/7, and down through 39/8 B.C., we know 
the etlmi7ka of some 37 officials; onliy one of these is a foreigner, and he appears late in 
the period (1046 of 47/43). It is clear that after 128/7 the ephebic service was "purged." 

The officials henceforth were to be Athenians; at about the same time (ca. 120) the 
rolls of the cadets were opened to foreigners. Evidently it was considered intolerable 
that in the Athenian ephebia Syrian officials, for example, should train Syrian ephebes. 
Still, the foreign ephebes were never mnore than a small minority, and, if we understand 
the list of 123/2 correctly, the " purgillg " of the service took place some years before 
the opening of the rolls to foreigners. We should probably bring a more general 
hypothesis into the picture: namely, that this was a time of rampant nationalism in 
Athens (Ferguson, Hellenistic Athaens, 415-422, esp. 418). The patriotic, prosperous, and 
consciously aristocratic leaders of the state decided that only Athenians should train 
their sons; a little later they condescended to allow a few select youths from other 
cities to associate with the jeunesse doree of Athens.' 

MONUMENT TO THE ATHLETIC VICTOR MENODOROS 

38. Three fragments are here united with those (a, b, c) previously discovered in the 
Agora and published as IIesperia, 1934, no. 65. The only newly discovered fragment (d) 
was found February 9, 1934 in Section A, in the modern wall at 25/ET; this stone, which 
preserves the top moulding, has a height of 0.21 m., a width of 0.47 m., and a thickness 
of 0.27 m. It joins I. G., II, 1319. The fragment previously published in Hesperia as a 
joins EM 8734. The fragment previously published as b also joins EM 8734. EM 8734 
andl b together inake up part of I. G., II, 1318, a stone read by Pittakys and subsequently 
broken up, so that large parts are still missing. 

I. G., II, 1318 preserved the names of the masons. The signature was probably 
cenitred, to j uldge by the two remaining letters, under the central three columns of 
wreaths on a slab which originally had at least eleven columns in all. The whole may 
be tabulated as follows, braces indicating joins: 

I I.G., II, 1319 (preserving the left end) 
{ Agora d-Inv. No. 9340 1 1315 

I { Agora a 
1 G., II, 1318, which consisted of parts now lost, and 

Agora b 
{ EM 8734 

III Agora c (preserving the right end). 

1 Rloussel's remarks on fragment D arrived in time for mne to note here that he has made independently 
a correct connection with a PythaYs, and a close limitation of the date (B. C. H., LVIII, 1934, 92-93). 

6 
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The thickness where preserved (ca. 0.275 m.) is too considerable for revetmelnt blocks, 
but agrees rather with the conception herein advanced of a heavy balustrade roughly 
2.2 m. in length. The name of the victor may have been cut on the moulding of 
fragment a. The top surface is roughly finished; even so, it may have borne a heavy 
slab on which a sculptured group could have been mounted. The backs are rough-picked. 
Further architectural details, with drawings, are being reserved for the final publication. 

The lettering suggests the period 150-125 B.C.; there is some resemblance to the 
letters of No. 37 (above, pp. 71-81). 

The reconstruction may be precisely determined. Professor Ferguson has called my 
attention to an athletic dedication in Delos published with a photograph by Bizard and 
Roussel in B. C. H., 1907, 432-435. Two pieces were found, one the flat top with 
mouldings on the front and right side, an inscription, and cuttings on top for statuary; 
the other a great slab from the front face, with 36 inscribed wreaths. The thickness 
of the latter (0.30 m.) is similar to that of the pieces from the Agora, and the two 
monuments were obviously somewhat alike in form. The Delian was cut by a different 
hand: the letters, if Athenian, would be dated somewhat later, the crowns are different 
in design, and they are presented within recessed squares, the relief being in one plane 
only. The French editors, however, suggest that the crown presented by a King 
Ariarathes (of Cappadocia) may have come from the fifth of that name (163-ca. 130 B.C.), 

so that a date contemporary with that of the Athenian monument is allowed.' 
The Delian slab, which was flanked by a missing slab which could have borne more 

crowns, preserves 36 crowns, four of which were granted by cities and by King Ariarathes; 
two of the 36 have not been read.2 The Athenian frag,ments preserve 18 positively identified 
festivals-plus-events, with others which are too fragmentary to identify independently. In 
the following comparative list of festivals and events, with restorations in each suggested 
by the other, all the events are in the men's class except for those designated as youths'; 
horizontal lines separate the horizontal rows as they were inscribed on the stones: 

SPACE DELIAN ATHENIAN 
NUMBER (B. C. II., 1907, 432) (I.G., II, 1318, etc.) 

1 Eleusinia, pankcration Eleusinia, pankration 
2 [Painathenaia], pankration Panathenaia, p an7kration 
3 Olympia, [wrestling] Olympia, [wrestling] 
4 Soteria, pankration Pythia, pankcration 
5 _ pankration 
6 Nemea, wrestling Eleutheria, - 

7 Eleusinia, youths' wrestling Eleusinia, youths' wrestlinig 
8 Nemea, pankration Nemea, _pankration 
9 Eleusinia, wrestling [Eleusinia, wrestlinvg 

1 The editors called attention merely to the analogy with l. G., II, 1318 and 1319. 
2 Further weathering has made it impossible, for me at least, to add a single sur-e letter, or to test 

previous readings in crowns 4, 5, and 6. 
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10 Nemea, youths' wrestling Nemea, youths' wrestling 
11 Herakleia, pankration [Herakleia, pankration] 

12 Panathenaia, (wrestling) Panathenaia, wrestling 
13 Delia, wrestling Delia., wrestling 
14 Romaia, pankration [Heraia, wrestling] 
15 Heraia, wrestling LRomaia], pankration 
16 Lykaia, pankration [Lykaia], pankration 
17 Herakleia, panikration Heraia, pankration 
18 Soteria, wrestling [Soteria], wrestling 

19 Romaia, wrestlitng /[Romaia, wrestling] 
20 Heraia, pankration [Herakleia, wrestling] 
21 Herakleia, pankration Herakleia, pankcration 
22 Olympia, pankration [Herakleia], pankration 

23 Herakleia, wrestling Olympia, pankration 
24 Soteria, pankrationu Soteria, pankration 
25 Naa, wrestling Naa, wrestling 
26 Trophonia, wrestling Trophonia, wrestling 
27 Nyrnphaia, pankration Nymphaia, [pankcration] 

28 Naa, pankration Naa, pankration 
29 Trophonia, pankration Trophonia, pankration 
30 Herakleia, pankration [Herakleia, pankration] 
31 Nymphaia, wrestling [Nymphaja, wrestling] 
32 Herakleia, wrestling [Herakleia], wrestling 
33 The Demos of Athens One space vacant 
34 The Demos of Rhodes 
35 The Demos of Boeotian Thebes 
36 KING ARIARATHES 

It is quite evident that the two mnonumnents were set up to the same athlete. It is 
curious then that the two series are not perfect duplicates. Oblique lines indicate how 
the entries mnay be paired off; the only remaining discrepancy is in spaces 4-6. Space 5 
probably contained the festivals of either 4 or 6, so that one discordant pair alone 
would remain. In this discordant pair we may suppose a simple error in the name of 
the festival. There is no difficulty in supposing that an error was allowed to remnain 
on the stone, such as will be shown for space 12: to erase an inscription is to deface it, 
and in fact no erasure was made in either copy (on " Clerical Errors in Lists " see Dow, 
Hesperia, 1934, pp. 187-188). On this basis extensive restoration of the Athenian monument 
is possible; the symmetrical form, with eleven vertical rows, is confirmed: and it is clear 
that the missing block or blocks of the Delian monument recorded no athletic victory.. 



TE:XT OF No. 38 

1 2 3 4 7 8 9 10 11 

'E)lsvO'cc , ['HoU96x)r] 
'ExEvoaiv[ta] 11ava [vata] 'OEv'cavu tlv'la [ ] 'L; vrt' N,at L'EAeVatvl 3 [N6E 4ta [Tc? SlJ @ia3 

Olive wreath Olive wreath Olive wreath Olive wreath Trace of wreath Trace of wreath Olive wreath Parsleywreath [Olive wreath] Parsleywreath Olive wreath 

3v5Qa; Avc;[>sag] ['AV5cQa] ['Avc]fcCs [-' - - -] [- - - -] 'dy vdzov; '14vdQa ['.'v >c g] ['Ay] svdo [vs] [~'dV'a;] 

Ha7yzc6uov Haiyxc [ar7ov] : [liv] [Ha yxsos]tov [- - - -] [- - - -] HIaAav Hlay x ov [HIjv] ]I')7y [HayxQ6uov] 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1.9 20 21 22 

HU [aa] ['HBcJ] ['Pwt :[a] ['HIpa] [2.awIkta] [',Pw ata] [II*aAta] 'IIQd0{Eta] ['H'cHxe Ea] 
r Ta El[4Av] DM& Ev "AuEyt] [ra Ev XakxliJ] [ ' [Ta IV 'Qy el] [wT ?V h EAXToF] ['& E'V XXa?xidt] [ra ev XaaxX6] [T( ] ?V &ij3arS . V L]PP. [r5] 

Olive wreath Olive wreath Olive wreath [- wreath] Oak wreath Olive wreath Olive wreath [-wreath] ath] Olive wreath Olive wreath 

Advdoaq ?Zv cAaS ['1vd'qa;] AvdFQag U4vca 'vdea 'Av ca' ['A 8a'] ['A J*as] 'A[v] 8a Av9cg 

llaA4)v a1v [JIlW?jv] llayxertov Hfayx&oarcov H y >6atoy HlaAiv [HaA)v] [17a')v] H[c]yxQa'co[v] HlayxQc&ttov 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 

LZWT 0za, Naa TQ$0l aE v(aaNt TQoTW vcwa [Gcxea] [v(aa [cHQxee 

O& liv 4XTpos T& EvJwo[dv'vnt] 4,S1addat t6 v L4.colwvtat r& ?V ziw 4vit Te&e Ivh addat [Tr hEVi %uatg] [T&' 9V7o0XAwvW'at] [r& hi @lRa'] 

Olive wreath Olive wreath Oak wreath [Olive wreath] Laurel wreath Oak wreath Olive wreath [Olive wreath] [Laurel wreath] Olive wreath vacat 

'Avdtas ' a; a;Avcea' ivd'QaS ['vaV j "vd'as 'Avceas ['AV62a'] [AvtYaa] ['] e 

Layx0a,tov Haayxyoiuov L'l)nv H6a1 [v] [LIayX9c&tov] HzayXQdrntov HayXoa'cov [ ayxQtrov] [H6iav] [11] a')rr' 

- - - XaQtt dov XCaI M-qVc4oro; AQvT 4tA600V 6tyOt brrOnaaV 



--X 2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~K6- 

ACUdORA 

AGORA O 

41 

ACO0RA I _6 

_~~~~~~~~~~~~o l 131 t.G..1I. I319 EM 2734 

Fragments of No. 38, Scale 1: 10 
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In space 17 Pittakys read - -- 0A1- in the first line. Of the artist's signature only 
no remnain, and we must rely on Pittakys for, the rest. There are no other difficuilties 
with readings in the Athenian monument. 

The second Delian block, the crowning member of the pedestal, tells us the athlete's 
name; the complete text follows: 

MWVO'clQov Fvacov VAO4p'c,ov vtzxifavwa TrV ietodlov zat2 wvog C?XX)ovQ t8oSg 6YWvag 
Anyl'etog ?izroXod6ov 'zvutoZdOg 

Apart from his athletic triumphs, the victor is not known, nor is any likely relation 
traceable. In view of the comparative fullness of our records in this period, the lack 
is possibly indicative of his social status;- we probably know a little of most of the 
prominent families of the time. It is noteworthy that he is designated merely )40rvavtog, 
and that his father's name is Roman. His floruit may be placed generally by the style, 
and by the mention (in exceptionally large letters) of the crown awarded by King 
Ariarathes, who was in all probability the fifth of that name, as Bizard and Roussel 
suggested. This Ariarathes studied in Athens under Carneades, was enrolled as a citizen 
(deme Sypalettos), and made such presents to the Dionysiac artists, i.e., to those whose 
headquarters were at Athens, that they voted him generous honors (Ferguson, Iellenistic 
Athens, 300-301, and references). Evidently his interests were varied. That Ariarathes 
should also have honored the foremost Athenian athlete of his age fits well with the 
facts.1 A further hint as to the date may be taken from the absence of the Ptolemaia, 
which do not appear in the inscriptions and probably were not celebrated, between ca. 150 
and 103 B.C. (Ferguson, KIKlo, 1908, 338 ff.). Equally conspicuous, especially since he 
is said to have won in the MeeroJog, is the omission of the lsthmia, which probably 
suffered (temporarily) after 146. We may place the florttit of Menodoros ca. 150-130 B.C. 

in agreement with all the evidence. His career must have extended through mllost at 
least of these two decades, the monuments being erected soon before 130. 

The order of items, obviously not chronological, appears roughly to illustrate popular 
rating of the festivals, for the more famous come first; only the Olympian pankration in 
place 22-23 opposes this view. It has been noted by Ferguson that in the case of 
several of these more famous festivals, no need was felt to specify the city. 

Tabulation of festivals-and-evenits shows that generally a given festival-and-event is 
recorded only once. There are exceptions. Thus we seem to have the pankration at 
the Soteria in place 24 and also, at a point where the order is obviously disturbed, in 
place 4 of the Delian list. The only other exception is better attested and more 
flagrant: four victories in the pankration, and two in wrestling, are recordlecl for the 

1 The four non-agonistic crowns 33-36 had probably been awarded when the Athenian monument was 
erected by its unknown donor. The crowns may have appeared on the superstracture, or possibly complete 
copies of the honorary decrees and the king's rescript were set up nearby. 
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Herakleia in Thebes. The explanation would seem to be simply that Menodoros 
ordinarily did not choose to attempt a second victory in a given event at a given 
festival.' 

To Thebes, however, he returned again and again, and the appreciative Thebans 
voted him a crown (35). The document does not reveal why Rhodes, now stricken by 
the transference of much of its commerce to the free Athenian port of Delos, should 
also have conferred honors on the Athenian athlete. 

It is notable that in most cases Menodoros won two victories at each festival, one 
for the pankration, one for wrestling. Exceptions are the Pythia, the Eleutheria, the 
Delia, and the Lykaia. At the Eleusinia and Nemiiea, i.e., at or near home, the youth 
Menodoros began his career by one victory each in wrestling. 

All the festivals whose names are preserved, except the semi-Athenian Delia, were 
held on the mainland of Greece: the victor did not compete, or at least did not win, 
in any of the great contemporary festivals of Asia Minor, Syria, or Egypt. This was 
not because of limitations imposed by athletic guilds, for they were not organized until 
the Empire (Poland, Gesch. Gr. Vereinswvesens, p. 147). We know, on the contrary, that 
easterners, islanders, and Italians occasionally won in games at this time on the 
mainland of Greece, as at Olympia, Athens, Larisa (T. Klee, Zur Gesch. d. Gym. Agone, 
114, 119). 

I. G., II, 1318 provides the names of two letter-cutters, ---, son of Charmides 
(either he or Pittakys got the spelling, wrong), and Menodotos, son of Artemidoros, both 
of Tyre. They also cut the wreaths, of course, and whatever surmounted the balustrade, 
presumably a statue; but their lettering is similar to other lettering in this period. 
They may be instanced as the only two letter-cutters of the Hellenistic period in Athens 
known to is by name. Their technique in cutting wreaths was simply to obtain from 
the flat surface the effect of relief. The wreaths would be drawn first on the stone; 
stencils may have been used, but if so, the lines of cuttin0 did not follow strictly the 
lines drawn from the stencil. The areas thus outlined would then be marked by deep 
g rooves surrounding them-analogous to relief lines in vase painting-and finally the 
deep grooves would be broadened by wide shallow strokes sloping up to the flat surface. 
Similar technique was used by a similar hand in No. 37, above, pp. 71-81. 

As in a different monument of the same series, I. G., II, 1320, the wreaths for the 
various festivals are to some extent distinguished. Four types are preserved to us, 
parsley (Nemea), oak (Naa and Lykaia), laurel (Apollonia), and olive (all others). So far 
as can be discerned, every wreath is bound with a sacred fillet.2 It is noteworthy that 

1 Hence in place 12 the Delian document, which has flayxedrtov, is in error (cf. 2); the event should 
be MlcdAv. In place 3 the event, missing in both inscriptions, is restored as wrest]ing on the same basis 
(cf. 22-23). 

2 This is not the place to discuss the Greek name for the fillet in quiestion. The French editors cite 
Wilhelm in 'oX. '-EIp., 1905, pp. 242-243, in support of tyvicdxo' (cf. I. G., 112, 1297, line 11; 1333, line 7; 
13157, line 31 [bt tsee rather abore, p. 30]; 1-366f, line 25). This is probably the usual term (see fturther 
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the ends of the fillet on the Panathenaic crowns fly out to either side, whereas in all 
other crowns the ends of the fillet hang downi within the wreath. 

Most of the festivals are well known, but two call for special notice. Pittakys 
misread the location of the Nymphaia, so that Koehler assignied thema to Mt. Oeta 
(Antoninus Liberalis, Metam. 32). Nymphaia at Apollonia were correctly located by 
Bizard and Roussel in Illyria. Otherwise they have not hitherto been known, but the 
fact is not surprising in view of the famous oracular Nymphaion nearby.' The traces 
of leaves indicate that the crown was certainly not of oak or parsley, nor do they 
resemble the olive. They may be identified without question from coins. From the 
First Century B.C. we have coins of Apollonia showing on the obverse Apollo crowned 
with laurel, and on the reverse three nymphs; the laurel wreath appears on other coins 
of Apollonia (B. M. Cat., Thessaly to Aetolia, p. 61 and pl. XII; further references in 
Roscher, loc. cit.). 

It is interesting that the festival at Lebadeia is called the Trophonia. This was its 
earliest name (Pindar, 01., VII, 153 and Schol.). After Leuktra the Basileia were founded 
(Diod. Sic., XV, 53), named from Zeus Basilous. It seemed likely that this was the old 
festival under a new namei (C.I.G., I, p. 704; Dar.-Sag., s. v. Trophonia); the name Basileia 
occurs in a new Agora inscription of 283/2, and in a great athletic inscription of 
221-216 B.C. (Vollgraff, B.C. H., 1901, p. 370). The present inscription is the third known 
epigraphic record of the Trophonia. From the date we must probably infer two festivals; 
or two names currently used for the one festival. The Trophonia are mentioned in 
I. G., VII, 47/8 of 196-86 B.C. and in I. G., VII, 49 of the Antonine period, but the 
plurality of festivals, or names, seems not to have been noticed. 

We have then a highly distinctive type of inscription, characterized by a carved 
wreath proper for each crown won. In Athens similar inscriptions apparently do not 
occur earlier (cf. LG., II, 1300-1311, 1313-1315), nor are Roman monuments of this 
class generally similar (I. G., III, 104-129), although an Agora inscription to be 
published soon may be an exception. Since athletics were international, one might 
expect that in other cities similar monuments were erected at this time. We may 
consider such inscriptions as the following: 

Wilhelm, Jahresh., 1902, p. 137, n. 8; Imhoof-Blunmer, Kleinas. M., p. 24). The object as carved on the 

Athenian montument precisely resembles a short ccrvia (on which see Dow, Harv. Stud. in Class. Phil., 
1930, pp. 68-69) and in fact I.G., 112, 1292, line 12, mentions the award of a crown with a 'ratvfJrov. 
There are references to both words in literature: see Liddell and Scott. 

1 In 1923-1924 the French excavations revealed remains of the third and second centuries B.C. (Albania, 
1925, p. 25), the date of the destruction being uncertain. We now see that in the period ca. 150-130 B.C. 

the city flouLrished enough to support a festival. This is in agreement with the fact that Apollonia, in 
detachment from her sister-cities, sought and obtained the favor of Rome (references op. cit.; Pauily- 

Wissowa, P. E., 2, 112-113). The cult of the Nymphs at Apollonia is epigraphically attested (Ath. Mitt., 

IV, 1879, 233). Cicero speaks of the city as magna urbs et gravis (cited by Hulsen in Pauily-Wissowa, 
B.E.), and hence it was well able to support an international festival. Cf. Roscher, Gr. ur. Rin. Myth., III, 
1, 514; Dar.-Sag., Dict., IV A, p. 129. 
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NUMBER CITY DATE BY EDITOR 

1.1 I.G., II, 1318, 1319, and three frag- Athens 146-ca. 130 B.C. 

ments from the Agora: the present 
document 

1 a. B. C. H., 1907, 432: copy of No. 1 Delos 146-ca. 130 B.C. 

2. I. G., I1, 1312 Athens 
3.1 I. G., II; 1316 Athens 
4. I. G., II, 1320 Athens 
5. I. G., 1, 1323 Athens 
6.1 Two unpublished fragments now in Athens 

the Stoa of Attalos 
7. I.G.,V 1, 656 Sparta 
8. I. G., V, 1, 657 Sparta Late Second Century B.C. 

or after 
9. J.G., V, 2, 118 Tegea Ante-219 B.C.?2 

10.1 I. G., VII, 47 combined with 48' Megara 196-86 B.C. 

11. I. G. VII, 24874 Thebes Early Second Century B.C. 

12. Olympia, Inschr., no. 188 Olympia Second Century B.C. 

These are all the monuments of this type which happen to have comne to my 
attention.5 The coincidence of dates can hardly be fortuitous, and since the dates were 
given to each indepenclently of knowledge of the rest, we may claimn that the date for 
the entire group is reasonably solid,", though in view of the slight uncertainty about a 
revival of the Nail at Dodona, the period may extend back to the late Third Century, 
before 219. In Roman times, mostly Hadrianic or later, the type was vaguely imitated.7 

Ilymettian, a material much favored in Athens in this period. 
2 The inscription includes victories in the presentation of dramas as well. The date is based on the 

sack of Dodona by the Aetolians in 219 n.C. (Polyb., IV, 67). Polybios does not say that this put anl end 
permanently to the NaiL; and since the style of the inscription here published would be unique to my 
knowledge in the Third Century, we may tentatively suggest that the festival was revived; otherwise its 
date will be ante-219. Certainly the lettering of I. G., V, 2, 118 seems post-219 (B.C.H., 190Q, plate VIII). 

3 The editor fails to note the suggestion of Pittakys in the original publication ('Ep. ' 2563, 2558) that 
these were part of one monumnenit. It was apparently an elaborate affair like that in Athens here published. 

4 Not athletic? 
Some conitemporary non-athletic moniuments also have long series of carved wreaths. The ephebic 

monuments in Athens are in this grandiose expensive class of stelae. I.G., Il2, 971 of 140/39, a decree 
in honor of a Troezenian, and probably erected by hiimself, bore a relief and fouLir rows of four crowns 
each (only thirteen crowns are provided for in I. G., 112). The crowns are appropriately distinguished by 
the foliage; some relate to festivals. More than a score of crowns appear in F. de Delphes, III 2, 135 of 
soon before 155 (Colin); see also the similar Hermes, 1906, pp. 356 ff., and especially I. G., II, 1367. 

6 W. W. Hyde (Olympic Victor Monuments and Greek Athletic Art, pp. 356, 368) claims that there was 
a decrease in the numiber of athletic statues in this period. 

I SuLch as I. G., III, 114, 115, 121, 127, 128 (Athens); L G., VII, 1858 and 1859 (Thespiae); I. G., IX, 
1, 138 (Elatea); I. G., IX, 2, 645 (Pelasgiote Larissa); I. G., XIV, 738, 739 (Campanian Neapolis). 
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It is natural to connect with the earlier series, which often sihows that the same 
man won more than once at various festivals, "the falling off in competition 1 and 
the complementary growth of professionalism (Gardiner, Greek Athletic Sport anid I1estivals, 
pp. 160-161); in other words, to suppose that this series commemorates the victories of 
an age of great professional or semi-professional athletes. In the Third Ceentury Philinos 
of Kos had won twenty-four crowns; in 164-156 Leonidas of Rhodes won all twelve 
foot-races at Olymnpia (ibid.). The victor of the inscription here published appears to 
have surpassed all Hellenistic athletes thus far known. 

Our study has an interest broader than that which centres in Menodoros and his 
monuments. The Hellenistic period was ani age of international festivals. While most 
of the old festivals continued to flourish, or were refounded, new ones--so many that 
" a complete list would fill a page "-were established.2 The festivals are in fact a 
colorful reflection of the general prosperity of the Greek world in Hellenistic times. 
(There is no composite account; the reader will find a good page or two in Ferguson, 
Hellenistic Athens, p. 296; aiid in Tarn, Hellenistic Civilisation 2, pp. 104 f.) We have been 
studying the characteristic form of the inscribed monuments which expressed the pride 
and splendor of the victors of that age. 

Since a good athlete, especially in ancient athletics, might train for aind win several events, a small 
nuLmber of victors is really no proof of a small ntumber of competitors. 

2 Of numbers 7-12 in the list above, I have seen only (12) the Olympian. Like the Delian monument, 
it has stood exposed since being excavated. The second crown clearly reads [@]Ea6ApEa. So far as I 
have been able to determine, this festival is niew to us: presumably it was a Ptolemaic foundation. 

ADDENDA 

37. The article was already in page proof when two additional fragments appeared. Neither 
provides information of value; they will of course appear in the final publicatioil. One of them 
connects fragments A and E, and extends to the right edge at lines 15-23. The other is a small 
bit which joins J and K; it provides demotics. Both fragments are from Section H. 

38. Professor Kirchner has kindly sent me proof from the forthcoming fascicule of T. G., II-JJ42, 

where I.G., II, 1318 appears as 3147, and I.G., II, 1319 as 3150. Kirchner has been able to 
identify the family of the sculptors, and to restore the name of the first; the stemma may need 
revision to agree with a later date. One of the two fragments listed by me on p. 89, no. 6, appears 
as 1G., JJ2, 3152. It gives us yet another mention, certainly to be dated post-219 B.C., of the Naa 
(see above, p. 89, n. 2). 

STERITANG Dow 
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